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Pak Navy Raise Maritime Awareness on World 
Maritime Day 

 
Source:  Pakistan Today 
28th September 2017 

 
Pakistan Navy (PN) observed World Maritime Day 2017 

on Thursday in coordination with International Maritime 
Organisation (IMO).  To celebrate the day, the PN planned 
a wide range of activities to acquaint the masses of its 
significance and raise maritime awareness, and highlight the 
Navy’s contributions towards the sustainable development 
of the country’s maritime sector. In this regard, PN arranged 
numerous activities including harbour cleaning, talk show, 
prize essay competitions, lectures, boat rallies, events in 
Bahria colleges and free entry for general masses in a 
maritime gala at Pakistan Maritime Museum, where various 
organisations set up their stalls.

 
 

Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah 
in his message on the occasion said that despite the fact

 
that 

Pakistan was blessed with a long coastline and abundance of 
marine resources, the country’s realisation of this vast 
potential had been far from satisfactory. He added that with 
the onset of CPEC, maritime activities in the country will 
increase manifold.

 
This cooperation between ports and 

shipping industry would, therefore, he said, become even 
more important for the systematic development of the 
country’s maritime sector. The naval chief urged that the 
foremost need was to recognise this important aspect of the 
economy and create appropriate opportunities for capacity 
building of the people, especially the younger generation, 
and the maritime infrastructure to accrue long-term 
benefits from the maritime potential of the country.

 
 

While underscoring the need for the significance of 
augmentation of the maritime sector, the admiral said that 
PN was cognizant of the need for futuristic growth of the 
maritime sector in Pakistan and was leading the way in 
raising maritime awareness which was a fundamental 
imperative.

 
 

Pakistan Navy
 

Successfully Fires Anti-Ship Missile 
from Helicopter

 
 

Source:  Dawn
 

23rd
 
September 2017

 
 

The Pakistan Navy successfully test-fired an anti-ship 
missile from its Sea King helicopter

 
in northern Arabian Sea 

on Saturday.
 
Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad 

Zakaullah witnessed the missile firing demonstration, a 
press release issued by the navy said.

  
The anti-ship missile 

fired from the Sea King helicopter into the open sea 
successfully hit its target.  According to the navy 
spokesperson, Admiral Zakaullah said the successful firing 
demonstration was a testament to Pakistan Navy's war 
preparedness and professional capabilities.  

 

The naval chief also visited the fleet units stationed in the 
sea and witnessed the sea exercises being carried out by 
naval fleet.  "I am proud of Pakistan Navy fleet's war 
preparations," Admiral  Zakaullah said, adding that the navy 
will safeguard the sea borders and interests of Pakistan at 
every cost.  Earlier in March, the navy had conducted a 
successful test of a land-based, anti-ship missile. That trial 
was conducted from the coastal region and the missile 
secured a hit on a target placed at sea.  The Pakistan Navy in 
May received the seven surplus Westland Sea King multi-
role helicopters it had ordered from the United Kingdom 
(UK) in 2016.  

 
Groundbreaking of 3rd Force Protection Battalion’s 
building held at Gwadar  
 
Source:  Pakistan Today

 
27th

 
September 2017

 
 

Groundbreaking ceremony of the new building for
 

3rd 
Force Protection Battalion of Pakistan Navy (PN) was held 
at Gwadar on Wednesday. Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral 
Muhammad Zakaullah was the chief guest of the ceremony.

 Speaking on the occasion, the naval chief said that the 
importance of the security of entire coast in general, and 
Gwadar port in particular, had been increased manifold due 
to the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects. 
He reaffirmed the commitment of PN to provide infallible 
security to the vital PN assets and installations along the 
western coast and as well as maritime components of CPEC.

 
 During his visit to the installations of Pakistan Navy at 

Coastal belt of Balochistan, the Admiral held meetings with 
the officers and sailors of PN deployed at Gwadar and 
Ormara and applauded their high morale and dedication in 

From Editor’s Desk
 

 

World Maritime Day is celebrated each year in 
the last

 
week of September. The event

 
focuses on the 

significance of shipping safety, maritime security, 
marine environment and highlights the particular 
aspects of the International Maritime Organization’s 
work.

 
 
 

The theme of this year is “Connecting Ports, 
Ships and People” which is very timely for Pakistan 
as it increase awareness amongst populace and 
promote the national authorities to adopt

 
additional

 

measures to further exploit the country’s maritime 
sector. The partnership between shipping industry 
and ports will benefit the country in persuing it 
maritime trade.  

 
                     Rear Admiral Mukhtar Khan HI(M) 

 



 
 

defence of maritime frontiers of Pakistan. The ceremony was 
attended by notables of local community, a large number of 
Naval personnel and representatives from sister services.

 
 

Participants of Maritime Security Workshop Visit 

PN's Installations
 

Source:  The News 
    

23rd

  
September 2017

 
 

Pakistan Navy is conducting the premier Maritime 
Security Workshop (MARSEW) on the theme “Secure Seas 
–

 
Prosperous Pakistan” at Pakistan Navy War College, 

Lahore.
 

Two weeks duration MARSEW, commenced on 11 
Sep 17, with an aim to create maritime awareness, enlighten 
the participants on vast maritime potential of Pakistan and 
its significance for overall economic growth of the country.

 
 

Stretched over two weeks, the Maritime Security 
Workshop comprised one week on-campus activities and 
one-week visits of Pakistan Navy installations and units at 
Karachi, creeks and coastal areas and other National 
Maritime Installations / setups. The second phase 
commenced on Sept 18. The participants of the delegation 
included members of Senate, National Assembly, provinces, 
media, educationists and bureaucrats. At Karachi, the 
delegation visited Fleet Headquarters, Pakistan Navy 
Dockyard, Karachi Shipyard and Engineering Works 
(KS&amp;EW), HQ Pakistan Maritime Security Agency 
(PMSA), Karachi Port Trust (KPT), Pakistan National 
Shipping Corporation (PNSC) and Sindh Fisheries 
Department. 

 
A comprehensive briefing was given to the delegation on 

the emerging contemporary challenges in the region and 
Pakistan Navy’s role in safeguarding the country’s maritime 
interests and roles of various PN Commands. The 
participants were briefed on the ship and submarine repair 
capabilities and indigenization programmes of Pakistan 
Navy. The delegation also boarded Pakistan Navy Ships and 
witnessed sea-based exercises off Karachi Coast. Later, a 
visit of forward bases of Pakistan Navy in Creeks area was 
also arranged for the delegation where Commander Pak 
Marines gave a detailed briefing on strategic and economic 
importance of the area, prevailing challenges and roles of 
Pak Marines. The delegation had also a trip to the creeks 
area on PN Hovercraft.

 
Upon arrival at coastal areas, the 

delegation undertook a detailed visit of Jinnah Naval Base 
Ormara, where they were briefed on various developmental 
projects of the Base.

 
The delegation was briefed on the 

nation building initiatives along the Makran coast and PN 
efforts aimed at socio-economic uplift of Baloch populace 
along the coastal belt.

 
 During the visit of Cadet College Ormara, the delegation 

members were apprised of the facilities being provided by 
Pakistan Navy to the cadets and college’s planned 
developments so as to make it a premier training institution 
on the Makran coast.

 
The members of delegation also visited 

the 100-bed Pakistan Navy Hospital PNS DARMAN JAH 
and they were apprised that PN is extending free medical 
facilities to the locals and coastal community.

 
 

In the last leg of the visit, the participants of Maritime 
Security Workshop visited Gwadar Port. The delegation was 
briefed about the importance of the port for the CPEC 
project and the effective measures PN has taken for the 
Maritime components of CPEC project including security of 
the port and its seaward approaches.

 
The participants of the 

delegation expressed satisfaction over PN’s operational 
preparedness, of CPEC and Gwadar port projects and nation 
building efforts and highly lauded PN’s strenuous efforts 
and initiatives for safeguarding the maritime interests of 
Pakistan.

 
The delegation also visited

 
Naval Headquarters 

Islamabad and was briefed on PN roles and tasks in 
safeguarding the sea frontiers of Pakistan.

 
The two-week 

Maritime Security Workshop will culminate at the Pakistan 
Navy War College on 25 Sept.

 
 

India's Navel Expansion Plans: Impacts 

on
 
Pakistan

 

Source:  Pakistan Observer
     

16th   
September 2017

 
 

INDIA is industrializing her naval potency at rapid pace 
to accomplish the position of a “Blue Water Navy”. Nearly 
90 percent of the Indian trade is carried out via sea route, 
which requires India to expand her resilient maritime power 
in the Indian Ocean, securing maritime objectives and 
correspondingly establishing her hegemony in regional 
constituency and beyond.  

 
The Indian Navy recently took delivery of the first 

domestically assembled long-range surface-to-air missile 
system (LRSAM). The Barak-8 (first LRSAM) is 
indigenously produced by Indian missile maker Baharat 
Dynamic with the assistance of Indian MoD’, Defence 
Research and Development Organization (DRDO) in 
collaboration with a production line setup by Israeli defence 
contractors IAI and its subsidiary Rafael in India. LRSAM is 
designed to deal with incoming airborne threats with a range 
of 90-150 kilometres and is equipped with advanced 
phased-array radar, command and control, mobile  
launchers and missiles with progressive radio frequency 
(RF) searchers.

 
However, India’s urge to advance blue water 

proficiencies is perceived as an intimidation by others in the 
neighbourhood. It has particularly amplified Pakistan’s 
concerns, whose foremost security hazards hail from India. 
Moreover materializing the nuclear trio ambitions would 
provide India with a second-strike capability. Consequently 
the nuclear deterrence equation flanked by the hostile 
competitors will be disrupting.

  
 According to

 
an estimate as per data of 2016 the Indian 

naval assets include 79,023 personnel and a large fleet 
comprising of 2 aircraft carriers, 1GAH amphibious 
transport dock, 9 landing ship tanks, 14 frigates, 10 
destroyers, 1 nuclear powered submarine and 14 
conventionally powered submarines, 25 corvettes, 7 
minesweeping vessels, 47 patrol vessels, 4 fleet tankers, 
numerous auxiliary vessels, 8 maritime reconnaissance and 
anti-submarine aircraft purchased from Boeing Co for $ 2.1 
billion in 2009 and approved an order for 4 more aircraft.

 India is repetitively refining and accumulating naval 
competence, her navel budget for the upcoming decade is 



 
 

worth $61 billion in order to increase size of navy by half. 
Indigenously India not only lifted her vessels building 
capacity, but she has done fair enough collaboration as well. 
India plans to build a 160 plus-ship navy, three aircraft 
carrier battle groups, 40 warships and submarines including 
stealth destroyers, anti-submarine corvettes and stealth 
frigates, INS Vikrant due to be inducted by 2018-19, 
induction of MiG-29K multirole aircraft and Kamov-28 and 
31 helicopters to position from its aircraft carriers as per 
2022 plan. These acquisitions would immensely improve 
Indian reconnaissance capabilities and would provide the 
Indian Navy strategic outreach in the Indian Ocean.

 
 

According to the 2009 updated Indian Maritime 
Doctrine Indian Navy will put under her control all the 
choke points, significant islands, and trade routes, the 
Indian Ocean, Arabian Sea and in the Bay of Bengal. This 
vision is put forward for the Indian Navy by 2025. India aims 
to operationalize its naval force in combination with the 
United States. Taking benefit from US’s existence in the 
region India is trying to counter Chinese naval influence and 
advancing its own naval ambitions as well. 

 

The more important point to ponder is that India is set 
to nuclearize the Indian Ocean. This will deter other states 
of the region more especially Pakistan. Pakistan intendeds 
to sustain an effective nuclear deterrent against India, the 
outline of the latter’s nuclear triplet is a hostile growth, 
intensifying the security dilemma between India and 
Pakistan. Indian naval nuclear advancement will 
qualitatively modify the strategic equilibrium amid India 
and Pakistan. It might provoke Pakistan to enhance naval 
nuclear capability of her own for rebalancing the deterrence 
equation between the two. Subsequently this will hamper 
the strategic stability and geopolitical situation of the South 
Asian region thus leading to arms buildup and an arms race 
would start. 

 
 

KPT Be Modernised in Accordance with Present 

Day Need: Zubair 

Source:  Pakistan Observer    
 

16th

  
September 2017

 
 

Governor of Sindh Muhammad Zubair Friday stressed 
that the Karachi Port be modernized in accordance with the 
present day need.

 
He said this while expressing his views 

during a briefing at the Governor House here regarding the 
mega projects and development works pertaining to the 
Karachi Port Trust.

 
The chairman of the KPT, Mumtaz 

Ahmed Shah, gave a detailed briefing on the occasion.
 

He 
informed that development works at the KPT are fast going 
ahead and that short, medium and long term projects have 
been devised for the purpose.

 
These, Shah added, included 

Port Elevated Express, Cargo Village and Karachi
 

Harbour 
Crossing Bridge.

 
The completion of Port Elevated Express 

would streamline the traffic. Cargo Village and Karachi 
Harbour Crossing Bridge span over an area of 1,500 acres 
and this includes an industrial park.

 
 The Governor highlighted the significance and location 

of Karachi as hub of commercial activities. The KPT and 

Muhammad Bin Qasim are the natural ports of Karachi. KPT 
accounts for 60 percent of country’s sea trade.

 

He was of the 
view that modernization of Karachi Port was the priority of

 

the government as after the completion of the China-
Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects there would be 
a huge increase in the economic activities in Karachi.

 
 

Mr. Zubair appreciated the steps undertaken by the 
management of the KPT and exhorted that it

 
be ensured that 

there is not delay in the completion of the expansion and 
development works.

 
He pointed out that owing to 

government’s efforts, the energy crisis in the country is 
about to come to an end and more electricity would be 
generated that meet the requirement and this would help 
enhance economic activities.

 
Governor said that federal 

government is focusing on development of Karachi. Prime 
Minister has given Rs. 25 billion Karachi Package. Federal 
government is also spending Rs. 75 billion on mega

 
projects 

in the metropolis.
 

 

LNG Imports: Separate
 

Port
 

Security Force Under 

Study  

Source:  The Express Tribune   

28th  September 2017  
 

As more LNG terminals are planned in Karachi, the 
government is considering a proposal to set up an 
independent security  force for the ports and the vessels 
carrying the fuel.  The country has one terminal at Port 
Qasim handling the imported liquefied natural gas (LNG). 
The work on the second terminal has almost been completed 
and it is likely to become functional soon.  As three more 
LNG terminals are planned at the Karachi port, the 
government is considering setting up the force, on the lines 
of the Airport Security Force, to beef up the security of the 
ports and the vessels bringing LNG from various countries.  

 
 Sources in the Ministry of Ports and Shipping told The 

Express Tribune that the Pakistan Maritime Security Agency 
(PMSA) had expressed concerns about potential security 
threats to the ports and maritime areas and proposed the 
setting up of the independent port security force.

 
 
The ministry’s officials confirmed that the proposal was 

under consideration. However, the navy says it already has 
a mechanism under which surveillance and security of LNG 
vessels is ensured at the vital

 
entry points.

 
 The three new LNG terminals are planned with the help 

of private-sector investors at Port Qasim with the handling 
and processing capacity of over 1.6 billion cubic feet day 
(bcfd).Two of the terminal projects have entered the 
implementation phase with the capacities of 1bcfd and

 
600 

million cubic feet per day, respectively. These are being 
developed by two consortia comprising Shell Pakistan, 
Qatar Petroleum, ExxonMobil, Total, Mitsubishi, Hoegh 
and Co, GEI, Engro Corporation and Fatima Group.

 
The 

third one will be set up by the Pakistan Gasport that has 
already worked on the second LNG terminal, which is near 
completion.

 
 



Engro set up Pakistan’s first LNG terminal at Port Qasim 
that has been handling the imports from Qatar since 2015. 
Qatar Petroleum is going to enter into a partnership for 
setting up another LNG terminal at the port.

 

Owing to the 
fast widening gap between demand and supply of energy in 
the country, the government is pursuing LNG import plans.

 

It has been injecting 600MMcfd of imported gas into the 
system since February, which is being consumed by the 
power, fertiliser, cement, general industry and compressed 
natural gas (CNG) sectors.

 
Two of the LNG terminals, to be 

built at Port Qasim, are expected to be commissioned in the 
second and third quarters of 2018.

 
 

Loginex To Start Gwadar
 

Port
 

Operations
 

 

Source:  The News   
 

28th
 

September 2017
 

 

Loginex Shipping in collaboration with the Gwadar Port 
Authority and China Overseas Ports Holding Company 
Pakistan (COPHC Pakistan), the Concession-Holder of the 
Gwadar Port and Free Zone, will start continuous 
commercial trading and port business activity at Gwadar in 
October, a statement said on Wednesday. COPHC Pakistan 
is a branch of COPHC Hong Kong. The objective of the 
company is to develop the region’s most strategically located 
sea port into a hub of maritime trading in the region, it 
added. COPHC consists of the Gwadar International 
Terminal, Gwadar Maritime Services Ltd., and Gwadar Free 
Zone Company, all created separately to cater to the needs 
of the business at Gwadar Port, which is fast emerging as the 
future of commercial activity attracting investors and 
business houses from across the world, it said. 

 
Climate Change Minister Calls for Cleaner Coasts 

Source:  The News    
28th

 September 2017 
 

Climate Change Minister Senator Mushahidullah Khan 
on Saturday said that growing pollution in the seas was due 
to limited awareness among the masses and the 
insufficiency of proper infrastructure.

 
Speaking as a chief 

guest to mark the International Coastal Clean-up Day held 
at the Seaview Beach, the minister invited the media for 
playing its role in creating awareness on environmental 
degradation.

 
 The event was held in collaboration with IUCN Pakistan, 

government of Sindh and other stakeholders.
 

 Mushahid Ullah mentioned that due to a fast-growing 
population of the world, we would not be able to meet our 
future food requirement and thus human beings will have to 
turn to the oceans.

 
He lamented that “we have turned our 

coasts into waste dumps. Our seashores are stinking because 
of

 
the waste dumped by us”.

 
The minister further said that 

the coastal cleanup and beautification event must be tapped 
as an opportunity to transform behaviours towards cleaner, 
healthier ocean waters, and coastal surroundings.

 
 The minister said that the federal and provincial 

governments, NGOs, civil society organisations and 

individuals will have to come together to keep the coasts 
clean, reiterating that mangroves are the sanctuaries of the 
marine biodiversity.

 

The senator appreciated the efforts 
carried out by the IUCN in holding the event and for 
cleaning up the 3km beach which is thronged by hundreds 
and thousands of people every week.

 
“I would like to thank 

IUCN Pakistan for a leading role in coordinating this mega 
activity for collecting tonnes of solid and plastic waste from 
the Seaview Beach on this day”, the minister noted.

 
 

He also thanked Karachi Port Trust and Sindh Forest 
Department, Engro Foundation, UNDP, Nestle for their 
financial assistance.

 
Syed Abu Ahmed Akif, secretary of 

Ministry of Climate Change, and Inspector General Forests 
Syed Nasir Mahmood were also present on the occasion.

 

Around 1,000 students, youth and volunteers participated 
in the event which was aimed at the significance of clean 
coasts and oceans, said an IUCN statement.

 
In

 
his opening 

remarks, IUCN country representative Mahmood Akhtar 
Cheema thanked the minister, participants, and guests. He 
appreciated the role played by the Ministry of Climate 
Change for leading the event and the other stakeholders for 
their support.  

 

During the ceremony, the minister also launched two 
publications produced by IUCN Pakistan under its 
Mangroves for the Future Programme titled: Pakistan’s 
Coastal and Marine Resources and Valuation of Mangroves 
in PQA Indus Delta: An Econometric Approach.  Cheema 
briefed the media about the value of the mangroves in 
economic terms. He emphasised on the mangroves 
protection as they are a great asset for the coastal 
communities in terms of the seafood that they produce.  The 
organizations involved in the commemoration were: Sindh 
Forest Department; UN Environment; National Institute of 
Oceanography; Karachi Port Trust; SACEP; Engro 
Foundation; WWF Pakistan; Clifton Cantonment Board; 
Karachi Cantonment Board; district administration, Nestle 
Pakistan;  United Nations Development Programme and 
National Forum for Environment and Health.  

 
'Gwadar Port  to Receive First Major Cargo 
Shipment on Oct 18'

 
 
Source:  Tribune    

 29th

 
September 2017

 
 Multi-billion dollar projects of the China-Pakistan 
Economic Corridor (CPEC) in

 
Gwadar are moving towards 

completion at a rapid pace, Minister of State for Ports and 
Shipping Chaudhry, Jaffar Iqbal

 
said.

 
The road from 

Gwadar port to Coastal Highway will be completed within 
one year while master plan of the zone is to be completed in 
December, he said while talking to the media.

 
“Gwadar 

airport’s runway, the largest in Pakistan, will also be 
completed within a year while Gwadar Port is expected to 
receive its first major cargo ship on October 18,” the minister 
claimed. He said that a planned business centre to facilitate 
foreign investors in Gwadar Free Economic Zone will also be 
completed by December this year. “Work on a six-track road 
and a railway track from Gwadar Port to Gwadar Free 
Economic Zone will soon start to speed up shipment

 

of 
cargo. “Pakistan will get 9% share in revenue of Gwadar Free 



 

Economic Zone or 30% to 32% of the total profit from the 
zone.” Answering a question, the official said that the 
government has given the Gwadar Free Economic Zone’s 
land to Chinese developers for 40 years while it has issued a 
lease of 99 years to Chinese companies planning to set up 
manufacturing units. “CPEC projects are aimed at creating 
jobs for Pakistani people and building foreign exchange 
reserves for the country,” he said. “The government has 
devised an effective strategy to provide water and electricity 
in Gwadar,”

 
he claimed, adding that provision of basic 

utilities will be ensured before plants become operational.
 

 

Gwadar Port
 

Lucrative for Tajikistan's Import, 
Export: Mamnoon

 
 

Source:  Pakistan today
    

17th
 

September 2017
 

 
 

President Mamnoon Hussain on Sunday said that 
Pakistan offered excellent opportunities to Tajikistan for its 
imports and exports through Gwadar port and invited the 
country to benefit from the trade route of China Pakistan 
Economic Corridor (CPEC). The President, in a meeting 
with Tajikistan’s President Emomali Rahmon, hoped that 
the legal process for Tajikistan’s entry into Quadrilateral 
Traffic-in-Transit Agreement (QTTA) would provide the 
Central Asian country a legal framework to access Pakistani 
seaports through CPEC. The QTTA is a transit trade deal 
between China, Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan with a 
road project under the umbrella of CPEC. The two leaders 
who met here in the Turkmenistan’s capital on the sidelines 
of 5th Asian Indoor and Martial Arts Games (AIMAG) 
discussed cooperation in energy sector, regional 
connectivity and trade. President Mamnoon said that 
Pakistan attached great priority to the timely completion of 
CASA-1000 (Central Asia South Asia) by 2018 and looked 
forward to importing electricity from Tajikistan. He called 
for expediting the implementation phase of CASA-1000 and 
initiating physical work on the flagship project for its timely 
completion. 

 
President Mamnoon Hussain said Pakistan attached 

great importance to its relations with the central Asian 
countries particularly Tajikistan as the two countries 
enjoyed fraternal ties, shared common goals of peace and 
prosperity for their peoples and the region as a whole.

 
He 

stressed the need to finalise the Bilateral Transit Trade 
Agreement, which he said would create a win-win situation 
by creating road links between Pakistan and Tajikistan.

 President Mamnoon further said that bilateral trade 
between Pakistan and Tajikistan was highest among the 
central Asian countries and emphasised on tapping its true 
potential.

 
He mentioned that three Pakistani Trade 

Exhibitions had been organised in Dushanbe since October 
2015 besides holding of two business forums, the latest one 
in May 2017.

 
 Chinese Team Evaluates Future Power Needs 

of

 
Gwadar Port

 
 Source:  The Nations    

 28th

 

September 2017

 
 

A Chinese delegation on Tuesday visited

 

Quetta Electric 
Supply Company (QESCO) headquarters in connection with 
Gwadar Master Plan to evaluate future power requirements 
of Gwadar.  The delegation was headed by FHDI Project 
Director Mr Meng Quanquan. Meng was accompanied by 
Ling Jianping, a marketing manager while high officials’ of 
the National Engineering Services Pakistan (NESPAK) and 
officers from provincial Energy Department were also in 
attendance. The Qesco chief (Transmission and Grid 
System) Sajad Ahmed Sethi, chief engineer development 
Chaudhry Muhammad Siddique, chief engineer planning 
Adnan Riaz Meer, Director General and other officers were 
also present. 

 
 

Briefing the Chinese delegation regarding Qesco 
services, chief engineer planning Adnan Riaz Meer said the 
company had services of 7000 employees and six operation 
circles which were discharging services from dawn to dusk 
for uninterrupted power supply in 31 districts and 14 
operational divisions to 5,90,000 consumers. He said the 
Qesco was obtaining energy from various sources which 
included Guddu Barrage Oach, Sibi, Habbibullah Coastal, 
Thermal Power 220KV Dadu-Khuzdar and Dera Ghazi 
Khan-Loralai. The participants also discussed various new 
projects to meet future demands of the energy in which the 
most striking scheme was connecting  Gwadar Project with 
National Grid for which PC-1 had been dispatched to the 
federal government. The delegation was apprised that 
several grid stations –  Ormara Deep Seaport and Jiwani 
Grid Stations –  were underway in Makran Division for 
uninterrupted supply of power, however, efforts were in 
progress for linking Makran Grid Station with National Grid 
Network. The planning engineer said that scores of new 
projects were in final phase to bring further improvement in 
the system and overcome energy crunch.  Riaz articulated 
that there were several suitable locations for energy projects 
where new projects could be initiated to end power shortage. 
For non-stop power supply in Gwadar, various suggestions 
were also tabled for provision of electricity to the port city. 
Meng Quanquan appreciated Qesco efforts for supplying 
electricity to Gwadar.  
 
Saudi Arabia 'To Join CPEC' for Stonger Trade Ties 

with Pakistan
 

Source:  Daily Pakistan  
 22nd

  
September 2017

 
 The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia will soon join the China-
Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and undertake 
investments at Gwadar Port, according to a Pakistani 
newspaper which interviewed Saudi Ambassador to 
Pakistan Nawaf Saeed Ahmed Al-Malkiy.

 
During an 

interview with Jang Group publications, the ambassador 
said Saudi Arabia and Pakistan are taking measures to 
strengthen “fraternal and trade ties”. “More than three 
million Pakistanis are playing their role in the progress and 
prosperity of Saudi Arabia,” Pakistani daily The News 
quoted Al-Malkiy as referring to Pakistani immigrants 
working in Saudi Arabia.

 

The envoy added that Saudi 
Arabia’s investment in CPEC would allow the kingdom to 
play a similar role in Pakistan.  In August, during a visit to 
Jeddah, Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi had shown 



 

 

 

appreciation for Saudi Crown Prince Muhammad bin 
Salman Al Saud’s ‘Vision 2030’ plan –

 

an ambitious project 
to diversify and modernise the Saudi economy. PM Abbasi 
had assured the Prince of continued cooperation and 
collaboration to the benefit of both Islamic countries. 
Referring to the meeting in Jeddah, the ambassador said 
that new avenues will be explored for enhancing trade 
volumes between the two countries.

 
 

MoU Signed for CPEC Project in
 

Gwadar
 

 

Source:  The Express Tribune 
    

26th
 

September 2017
 

 

A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for 
construction of East Bay Expressway in Gwadar under the 
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project was 
signed in Gwadar on Monday.

 
Gwadar Port Authority 

Chairman Dostain Jamaldini signed the MoU on behalf of 
the Pakistani government while Chinese Construction 
Company’s Chairman inked the memorandum on behalf of 
his China. Minister of State for Ports and Shipping 
Chaudhry Jaffar Iqbal, Chinese Deputy Minister for 
Communications Dai Doncang and senior Pakistani and 
Chinese officials attended the signing ceremony. The 19.5 
kilometres Expressway would be constructed at a cost of 
Rs17 billion. Speaking on the occasion, Chaudhry Jaffar 
Iqbal said that the project will prove to be a milestone in 
making Gwadar Port functional and effective.  

 
Gwadar Utilities Need a Push 

 
Source:  Business Recorder      
21st September 2017 

 
The two most serious issues that need to be addressed 

before Gwadar gets off to a proper start are water and power. 
When BR Research visited the city earlier this year, there 
was a visible shortage when it came to the provision of both 
utilities. To take care of the city’s eventual power needs, an 
imported coal 300MW is to be set up. Currently, the area 
gets 70MW via Iran, which is also used for Turbat and 
Panjgur, whereas Gwadar gets roughly 14MW.  

 
After some hurdles in approval due to disagreements on 

demand projections, the project was finally given the go-
ahead. The LoI was issued to China Communications 
Construction Company in May this year with an estimated 
cost of $600 million and a debt to equity ratio of 75:25. 
According to the project documents in the recently 
submitted generation license application to NEPRA, the 
power plant is expected to be completed by April, 2021 
which is already extremely late.

 
However, out of the two, 

water is the most pressing issue with demand for the scarce 
resource at 4.6 million gallons per day. This demand is 
partially met through providing 2 to 2.5 million from Akra 
Kaur dam. According to the GDA’s own estimates, the 
demand is forecasted to reach 12 million gallons per day. 
The plan is to eventually connect the city with nearby dams 
and reservoirs, which can bring about 7.5 million per day; 
but that is not materialising anytime soon.

 
 

There should be a directed effort to increase the pace of 
work on providing these basic utilities for the area to 
develop. Ultimately, the plan is to create industrial zones 
near the port city and that will require a great deal of power. 
Even as the port and free zone become operational, by 2020 
Gwadar would require around 120 MW.

 
So perhaps, initially 

the idea to set up 600 MW instead of 300MW power plant 
would have been better although more power can also be 
imported from Iran. The country is already providing close 
to 100MW, and there is

 
another project of the same wattage 

in the pipeline.
 
Given the importance of getting 

infrastructure and utilities for the port and industrial estates 
to start setting up, the pace of work has been generally slow 
to begin with. There should also be increased co-ordination 
between local bodies such as the Gwadar Development 
Authority (GDA), the Gwadar Port Authority (GPA), and the 
provincial and federal governments to make most of the 
opportunity to build the city from scratch. 

 
 

Chinese Company to Provide Rs 15 Billion Interest-

Free Loan to GPA
 

Source:  Business Recorder    

20th   September 2017  
 

China Communication Construction Company (CCCC) 
will provide Rs 15 billion interest-free loan to Gwadar Port 
Authority (GPA) for development of road and railways track, 
State Minister for Ports and Shipping Chaudhry Jaffar Iqbal 
said. Talking to reporters after a high-level meeting at 
Pakistan National Shipping Corporation Head Office 
Thursday, the minister said this Chinese financing would be 
used to build a six-lane  road and railway track from GPA to 
Coastal Highway.  The minister said Gwadar Port is now 
ready to handle big ships and one of the biggest ships will 
reach Gwadar Port on October 18, 2017. He said rail service 
would be started to transport cargo from the newly-
constructed Deep Sea Terminal to Pipri. Earlier, the 
minister convened a meeting at PNSC Building to review the 
status of various projects of the organizations and 
departments falling under the Ministry of Ports and 
Shipping.  

 
The meeting was attended

 
by the Director General Ports 

and Shipping Wing, Karachi, Asad Chandna, Chairman 
PNSC Arif Elahi, Executive Directors of PNSC, senior 
officials from KPT, PQA and Fisheries Department.

 
Ch 

Jaffar Iqbal commended the PNSC management for its 
consistent performance and rising profitability despite 
recession in the global shipping sector. He highlighted the 
increase in the corporation''s EPS and doubling of its share 
price on the stock exchange within a year. The matter of 
improvement in PNSC''s credit rating also came under 
discussion.

 
 The minister appreciated the positive role being played 

by PNSC towards coming up with new projects essential for 
strengthening the country''s maritime sector. These projects 
include oil storage facilities at Keamari and Gwadar, new 
marine workshop at Gwadar, provision of allied marine 
services by PNSC to ports in Pakistan, fleet development 
activities and ferry service between Karachi and Gwadar.

 

He 
emphasized the importance of these projects for supporting 



   

the government''s CPEC

 

initiative and stressed the timely 
completion of projects within the assigned budget for each 
project. The minister assured the participants of the 
government''s full support in ensuring that the projects are 
executed in a transparent manner and in compliance with all 
underlying rules and regulations.

 
Taking personal interest 

in the said projects, Jaffar Iqbal assured the participants 
that he will periodically visit the project sites personally 
from time to time and instructed that periodic updates be 
provided to him on time. The minister also undertook to 
personally intervene to remove impediments that the 
projects may encounter during the execution phase.

 
 

Two Island-Class Ships Inducted into PMSA
 

 

Source:  The News
    

20th  September 2017
 

 

Two Island Class ships, PMSS SABQAT and RAFAQAT, 
were formally inducted and commissioned into the Pakistan 
Maritime Security Agency at a ceremony.  After serving in 
the US Coast Guards, the ships have undergone a complete 
overhaul in the United States prior to their delivery and 
commissioning into the Pakistan Maritime Security Agency 
(PMSA). Vice Admiral Tayyab Ali Dogar graced the occasion 
as chief guest, and senior military and government officials, 
and the US consul general in Karachi attended the 
ceremony.  These ships have been equipped with capabilities 
to effectively undertake patrolling, surveillance, search and 
rescue and other law enforcement operations. The crew 
members of the ships were trained at US Coast Guards 
facilities. During his welcome address, Rear Admiral Jamil 
Akhtar, director general of the PMSA, said that for the 
growing needs of the enhanced area of responsibility of the 
PMSA’s evolving maritime challenges, law enforcement 
imperatives and national obligations of SAR, a capacity 
enhancement plan approved by the federal government was 
smoothly proceeding. He described the induction of a record 
number of platforms in a single calendar year as 
unprecedented in the history of the PMSA. He added that 
the acquisition of all these platforms had been a challenging 
process having peculiar complications with regard to 
manning, budgetary approvals, crew training and their 
blending into the existing the repair, maintenance and 
support regimes. However, all this had been made easier 
and smooth through extra efforts and a focused approach by 
the PMSA.

 
 Illegal Occupation of Lakes in Sindh to be Stopped

 

Source:  Business Recorder   
 20th  September 2017

 
 

 
The Sindh High Court (SHC) directed on Thursday the 

provincial irrigation department and other authorities 
concerned to ensure removal of encroachments and end 
illegal occupation by private persons on the land of various 
lakes across the province.

  
A two-judge bench, headed by 

Justice Munib Akhtar, also directed the authorities 
concerned to issue licences to the fishermen for fishing as 
provided under the Sindh Fisheries Act, 2011.

 
 

These directives came on a petition seeking directives for 
the provincial authorities to retrieve the land of as many

 

as

 

1,260 big and small lakes from the occupation of influential 
persons

 

and issue new fishing licences.

 

The Pakistan 
Fisherfolk Forum –

 
a representative body of fishermen –

 

had taken the provincial irrigation department and others to 
court.

 
 

Prisoners of Prohibited Waters
 

Source:  The News
    

30th
   

September 2017
 

 

It’s time India and Pakistan adopted a no-arrest policy for 
fishermen violating territorial waters on a regular basis.

 

The resolution of Sir Creek dispute has been in jeopardy for 
long. India and Pakistan have a longstanding dispute over 
the 96-km long Sir Creek in Rann of Kutch. It divides 
Gujarat of India from Sindh in Pakistan, and is a major 
reason behind fishermen’s sufferings in both countries.

 

The coastguards and marine agencies of the two countries 
arrest and jail fishermen for violating territorial waters.  

Last month, Pakistani media reported two back-to-back 
incidents when Border Security Forces (BSF) of India 
arrested five fishermen and seized their catch along with 
fishing boats for violating Pakistan’s territorial waters and 
entering into Harami Dhoro Creek along coastal town of Jati 
in Sujawal district of Sindh. The fishermen hailed from 
Sujawal’s Ibrahim Chandani village near the Zero Point 
area.  

Pakistan Fisherfolk Forum (PFF), a Sindh-based non-
government organisation working to improve and protect 
the livelihoods of fishermen, has revealed that within a few 
months’ period, around 66 Pakistani fishermen have been 
taken away by Indian forces and imprisoned in different jails 
of India.  Fishermen of India and Pakistan are arrested often 
by maritime  security agencies of both countries for violating 
each other’s waters. This is due to absence of any proper 
technology to confirm the coastline border between Pakistan 
and India near Sir Creek in the Arabian Sea. There are 
around 150 Pakistani fishermen who are in Indian jails while 
352 Indian fishermen are jailed in Pakistan.  

 
“My nephews, cousins, and sister-in-law were arrested,” 

Yaqoob Chandani, a 50-year-old fisherman from Ibrahim 
Chandani village tells

 
The

 
News

 
on

 
Sunday. “None of the 

boats had global positioning system (GPS). We are small-
scale fishermen and fish on small boats. GPS is out of our 
reach as most of us are not even aware of this technology.”

 GPS, a satellite navigation system, is used to find position on 
earth.

  
According to Sindh Fisheries Minister Mohammad 

Ali Malkani, “Large boats have navigation gadgets in order 
to locate themselves but smaller boats have no such latest 
equipment.”

 
Chairman of the Pakistan Fisherfolk Forum 

Syed Muhammad Ali Shah says there are
 

around 20,000 
registered boats on Sindh’s coastline whereas 3,000 to 
5,000 small boats are not registered. These boats are mostly 
from Sujawal and Badin districts.

 
“GPS is installed in almost 

every big boat for the last 10 years but most small boats, 
locally called

 

hora,are without GPS. This technology helps 
in sharing advance information in case of rough sea. In case 
of emergency at land or in sea, it is also handy for 
communication,” Shah maintains.

 



  

Hong Kong Port Looks to Ride Out Container 
Shipping Turmoil 

 
 

Source:  Reuters 

    

16th

  
September 2017

 
 

Hong Kong’s port expects a slight rise in container 
shipping volumes this year despite continuing global 
turmoil in the sector. The global container industry, which 
transports everything from bananas to iPhones, is showing 
signs of better returns after a near-decade long slump. 
Nevertheless, worries over global retail demand and too 
many ships have continued to put the brakes on a bigger 
recovery. Hong Kong’s Secretary for Transport and 
Housing, Frank Chan Fan, said container throughput was 
expected to increase slightly this year from 19.8 million 
TEUs (20-foot equivalent units) in 2016 and 20 million 
TEUs in 2015. “This year it is going up by a single digit 
percentage,” Chan told Reuters on the sidelines of London 
International Shipping Week, adding that it was too early to 
forecast about 2018. Trading and logistics account for 22 
percent of Hong Kong’s gross domestic product and 20 
percent of its employment. Hong Kong’s shipping fortunes 
soared with the Pearl River Delta export boom of the 1990s, 
but its once world-leading port has slipped to fifth place by 
throughput, behind the mainland ports of Shanghai and 
Shenzhen. 

 
Analysts view competition from other Chinese ports as 

posing a growing risk to Hong Kong. With some of the 
highest real estate prices in the world, Hong Kong also faces 
difficulties with any potential expansion of port facilities. 
“Hong Kong could do better if we have lower land prices, 
lower property costs,” Chan said.  “We are trying to boost the 
higher value end of maritime cargo volume. So, we are 
hopeful,” Chan said. Hong Kong signed an agreement this 
week with Britain to deepen commercial co-operation in the 
maritime sector. Hong Kong, which returned to Chinese rule 
in 1997, is undergoing a number of infrastructure projects 
including the construction of a 22.9 kilometre (14-mile) 
bridge across the Pearl River Estuary. An extension of the 
city’s airport runways, which is expected to be completed in 
2024, is estimated to see air cargo volumes grow from 4.5 
million tonnes currently to 9 million tonnes in coming years, 
Chan said.

 
 Beaumont Port Still Restricted After Harvey

 
 Source:  Reuters 

    16th

  
September 2017

 
 While crude deliveries by larger ships to Beaumont in 

Texas remain restricted after Hurricane Harvey, a 
workaround using pipelines can supply Exxon Mobil’s 
refinery there, shipping sources said.

 
Silt and clay lingering 

in the Port of Beaumont still threaten to entrap large ships, 
two weeks after Hurricane Harvey ravaged Texas, but 

pipelines are available to move crude up to refineries there 
from nearby terminals which are less affected by sediment. 
Beaumont’s port has been closed to ship traffic over 26 feet 
(8 meters) since Sept. 9 by the U.S. Coast Guard, because of 
shoaling -

 
sediment or sand that washes up on the bottom of 

the waterway and hampers shipping traffic.
 

 

The Beaumont port is the farthest inland port on the 
Sabine Neches, a long curving waterway that empties into

 

the Gulf of Mexico. The storm shut traffic at several ports, 
and while some, like Houston and Corpus Christi, have 
reopened to shipping traffic, they are still subject to 
restrictions on the depth of cargoes that can come up their 
respective channels. The

 
primary refinery in Beaumont is 

Exxon Mobil’s facility, which can refine 362,000 barrels of 
crude a day. Brent Rahe, Coast Guard vessel traffic 
supervisor at Port Arthur, said there’s a high spot that could 
hinder vessels near the Beaumont port and Exxon Mobil’s 
refinery. Ships in that waterway are restricted to a 26-foot 
draft, the Coast Guard said, as opposed to the 40-foot (12-
meter)allowance before the storm that allowed large ships 
that deliver crude into the channel. It is unclear when the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers will be able to dredge the 
Beaumont waterway, Rahe said. However, ships with a 38-
foot (12-meter) draft -  which can accommodate crude 
deliveries -  are able to make their way to Sunoco’s terminal, 
which has pipelines, that can deliver crude to Exxon 
Beaumont, said Brian Hass, operations manager for 
shipping broker Host Agency in Beaumont.  

 
CSIC to Buy Stakes in Two Shipbuilding 
Subsidiaries  
 
Source: World Maritime News      
16th

  September 2017  
 

China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation (CSIC) is 
buying stakes in two of its subsidiaries, namely Dalian 
Shipbuilding Industry Co (DSIC) and Wuchang 
Shipbuilding Industry Corp (WSIC). As disclosed in a 
regulatory filing, the Shanghai-listed shipbuilder will take 
49.99 % equity stake in DSIC and 36.15 % stake in WSIC. In 
order to be able to execute the purchase from state-owned 
enterprises, CSIC said it would be issuing shares. The move 
is being pursued as part of the company’s restructuring 
efforts.

 
 Just last week CSIC, which suspended trading of its stock 

back in May due to a “major asset restructuring”, said it was 
scheduled to sign an agreement with an unnamed party on 
the company’s reorganization on September 15. Further 
details on the reorganization are yet to be revealed. As the 
major asset restructuring plan is yet prone to “large 
uncertainties”, the company said it would resume trading 
suspension until further notice.

 
 
 

 

 



   

Germany Wants to Transform Ports to Digital Hubs

 

 

Source: World Maritime News  

    

16th

  

September 2017

 

 

Germany’s Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital 
Infrastructure has launched the second call for applications 
as part of the Funding Program for Innovative Port 
Technologies. With the program, entitled Förderprogramm 
für Innovative Hafentechnologien (IHATEC), the ministry

 

supports projects which demonstrably contribute to 
developing or adapting innovative technologies in ports.

 
 

As explained, the country wants to facilitate optimization 
of cargo handling operations amid increasing throughput. 
For this purpose, the ministry

 
has decided to allocate around 

EUR 64 million (USD 77 million) in the period between 2016 
and 2020. “Germany needs a strong maritime economy. 
With our funding program, we are transforming German 
ports to digital hubs, providing EUR 64 million. In this way, 
we support ports to develop innovative technologies and 
optimize throughput of goods,” Minister Alexander 
Dobrindt commented. The program IHATEC focuses on 
companies in the commercial economy, research and 
educational institutions, non-university institutions and 
engineering firms. During the first call which was open by 
the end of 2016, 75 applications for 27 joint projects were 
received. Until now, around EUR 19 million of funds were 
granted. The projects vary from the IT-optimized process 
control, application of automatized systems for handling of 
goods to measures for fighting cyber attacks. 

 
Room for Shipping Industry 'To Consolidate 
Further': Maersk Executive 

 
Source: The Straits Times       
18th

  September 2017 
 

There is still room for more buyouts in the shipping 
industry despite recent mergers, according to a senior 
industry executive. Maersk chief operating officer Soren 
Toft told a media briefing that mergers and acquisitions will 
become more important as growth in the shipping industry 
slows. Maersk Line in April announced it would buy out 
German competitor Hamburg Sud for €3.7 billion (S$5.96 
billion), a deal first mentioned last December. It followed 
the proposed operations merger of Japan's three biggest 
shippers. "We expect that within -

 
I cannot give a timeframe 

on it -
 

that you will see maybe a handful of shipping 
companies, a little bit similar to what you see in the courier 
express and parcel industry, where there're really, you know, 
three global companies," Mr Toft said.

 
 But he advised against speculating on future deals in the 

making. "We have our hands full with Hamburg Sud, so 
that's where we're putting all our energy." He noted that the 
firm does not plan on buying new boats to build up its fleet. 
"Our belief in Maersk is that the order book is more than 
sufficient because there is an idle fleet out there and growth 
is at a different level."

 
 
 

China Shipbuilders See 11% Fall in New Orders in 
First Eight Months

 
 

Source: Seatrade News  

    

18th

  

September 2017

 
 

Chinese yards have recorded 15.85m dwt in new order 
tonnage for the January to August 2017 period, representing 
a 11.3% year-on-year drop as shipowners’ appetite for 
newbuildings remained lacklustre amid the oversupply of 
ships.

 
The declining figure on new orders has resulted in a 

deflated order backlog at China’s shipyards, which stood at 
81.11m dwt as at 31 August 2017, a decrease of 29% on a 
year-on-year comparison and down 18.6% compared to end-
2016, according to data from the China Association of the 
National Shipbuilding Industry (Cansi).

 
 

In completed newbuild tonnage, Chinese shipyards built 
a total of 31.32m dwt between January to August, an 
increase of 41.4% compared to the same period of 2016.

 

Cansi figures further zoomed in to show that China’s 53 
leading shipyards sat on a combined new order of 14.75m 
dwt, taking up 93.1% of the country’s newbuilding market 
share.  The 53 leading yards completed new vessel tonnage 
of 27.34m dwt, an increase of 33.2% year-on-year, and sat 
on an order backlog of 77.61m dwt, down 29.4%.  Cansi also 
monitors 80 main shipyards showing that their combined 
completed newbuild ships were valued at RMB259bn 
($40.3bn) in the first eight months, a decrease of 4.9% year-
on-year.  Among the total value, shipbuilding accounted for 
RMB110bn, equipment took  up RMB16.9bn and repairs 
amounted to RMB7.7bn.  The 80 main shipyards generated 
a total revenue of RMB180bn from January to August 2017, 
a decline of 6% compared to the previous corresponding 
period while total profit plunged by 20.6% to RMB2.2bn.  
 
Fujairah National Shipping Gears Up to Challenge 
Network Rivals in The Gulf Region  
 
Source: Hellenic Shipping News        
21st

 September 2017  
 

Fujairah National Shipping (FNS) is launching an 
ambitious bid to challenge network rivals in the Gulf by 
aiming to become one of the top three maritime services 
companies in the region by the end of 2018.

 
Based at the 

Port of Fujairah and taking advantage of the port’s 
strategically important location near the Strait of Hormuz, 
FNS is targeting greater market share in the region by 
becoming the first ‘one-stop-shop’ maritime services 
company and further adding to its portfolio of services. The 
company has also brought in a new management team, 
invested in new physical assets within the port, and 
launched a new technology platform.

 
 Established in 1982, and part of the extensive Fujairah 

National Group, FNS is the only maritime services company 
in the Gulf Region who can offer a fully holistic range of 
services to shipping clients. The Port of Fujairah is the only 
multi-purpose port on the eastern seaboard of the United 
Arab Emirates and has unique access to international east –

 west shipping routes.

 
 



Port of LA

 

Ready for Next Generation of Container 
Ships

 
 

Source: AJOT       

 

18th

 

September 2017

 
 

The Port of Los Angeles TraPac Terminal is a 24 hour a 
day, fully automated technologically advanced terminal. The 
TraPac Terminal Automation Project, part of $1 billion 
worth of planned capital improvements, features automatic 
stacking cranes and fully automated straddle carriers to 
advance the Port of Los Angeles’ competitive edge. Arcadis 
assisted with construction management services for phases 
2-4

 
of the project.

 
The TraPac Terminal is one of the first 

terminals implementing the fully automated straddle 
carriers in the United States. Automation results in more-
efficient use of capital assets, less downtime, reduced 
human error, lower capital and human asset costs, increased 
productivity, and safety. The Port of Los Angeles has been 
the number one port in the U.S. since 2000 in terms of 
container value and volume, handling $272 billion and 8.8 
million twenty-foot equivalent container units in 2016. It 
spans 7,500 acres along 43 miles of waterfront and includes 
270 berths, 16 marinas and 27 terminals. 

 

From Russia with Fuel: North Korean Ships May be 
Undermining Sanctions 

 
Source: Reuter        
22nd September 2017 

 
At least eight North Korean ships that left Russia with a 

cargo of fuel this year headed for their homeland despite 
declaring other destinations, a ploy that U.S. officials say is 
often used to undermine sanctions. Reuters has no evidence 
of wrongdoing by the vessels, whose movements were 
recorded in Reuters ship-tracking data. Changing a ship’s 
destination once underway is not forbidden and it is unclear 
whether any of the ships unloaded fuel in North Korea. But 
U.S. officials say that changing destination mid-voyage is a 
hallmark of North Korean state tactics to circumvent the 
international trade sanctions imposed over Pyongyang’s 
nuclear weapons programme. Changing course and the 
complex chain of different firms –many offshore —

 
involved 

in shipments can complicate efforts to check how much fuel 
is supplied to North Korea and monitor compliance with a 
cap on fuel imports under U.N. sanctions.

 
“As part of North 

Korea’s efforts to acquire revenue, the regime uses shipping 
networks to import and export goods,” U.S. Assistant 
Secretary of the Treasury Marshall S. Billingslea told the 
congressional Foreign Affairs Committee this month.

 “North Korea employs deceptive practices to conceal the 
true origins of these goods. Pyongyang has been found to 
routinely falsify a vessel’s identity and documentation.”

 
 Iran, Kazakhstan Set Up Joint Shipping Company: 

Official
 

 Source: Tasim

        25th

  

September 2017

 
 

The managing director of the Islamic Republic of Iran 
Shipping Lines (IRISL) said Iran and Kazakhstan have 
established a joint shipping company in a bid to boost their 
bilateral trade.

 
Iran and Kazakhstan’s state-owned railway 

company have set up a joint shipping company to connect 
Central Asia to southern Iran, Mohammad Saeedi told the 
Tasnim news agency on Saturday.

 
The IRISL chief said the 

head office of the firm is in the
 

Iranian port city of Bandar 
Anzali, adding that a representative office will be also 
established in the Kazakh port city of Aktau.

 
On April 12, 

2016, Iran and Kazakhstan signed an agreement on the 
establishment of the joint shipping company in the presence 
of their presidents in Tehran.

 
At the time, Iran’s President 

Hassan Rouhani received his Kazakh counterpart Nursultan 
Nazarbayev in the Iranian capital city where the two oversaw 
the signing of 66 documents, worth two billion dollars, for 
cooperation in the public and private sectors.

 
 

Blast Hampers Tanker Operations at India's Kandla 
Port  
 

Source: World Maritime News       

25th  September 2017  
 

An explosion has been reported at an oil jetty in India’s 
Kandla Port which shut down tanker operations over the 
weekend. The blast and heavy fire occurred on Saturday 
night, September 23 at the pipeline junction leading to the 
liquid cargo storage terminal belonging to the Friends Salt 
Works & Allied Industries (FSWAI). One worker carrying 
out maintenance works was killed in the blast and three 
more were seriously injured.The subcontractor workers 
were said to be changing valves at the Oil Jetty  3 FSWAI 
junction at the time of the explosion.  

 
Following the incident, the port authority suspended all 

discharge and loading operations at the terminal until 
further notice.  

 
Firefighters were rushed to the scene and doused the fire 

on early Sunday morning.As a result, tanker operations at 
most of Kandla Port’s oil jetties resumed on September 
24.“The port’s Fire & Safety Department has given necessary 
clearances for KESAR, VOPAK, IMC, JRE and all other 
terminals except for the affected FSWAI terminal. 
Discharging operations at oil jetties have re-commenced 
with cargoes nominated for FSWAI terminal being diverted 
to other working terminals,” GAC informed.

 
 Normal operations are expected to be reinstated once the 

terminal is fully back in operation.“Cargo discharge 
acceptance at the FSWAI Terminal will be hampered until 
the lines are repaired and fully re-commissioned. There are 
total 14 drop lines at FSWAI junction and, due to the 
explosion, these lines have become totally unusable and will 
be non-operational for the next month, as per the initial 
updates received,” GAC added.Due to the disruption in 
operations berthing delays are expected to be twice as long, 
lasting at least for four days for arriving vessels.

 
  



ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT  (16-30 September 2017) 

 

ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM (16-30 September 2017) 

Source: Business Recorder

Date  Import in Tonnes Export in Tonnes Total 

16-Sep-17 127,434 28,823 156,257 

19-Sep-17 90,422 18,526 108,948 

20-Sep-17 100,112 33,337 133,449 

21-Sep-17 68,836 29,637 98,473 

22-Sep-17 83,138 27,347 110,485 

23-Sep-17 87,400 27,730 115,130 

26-Sep-17 72,240 266,127 338,367 

27-Sep-17 94,649 46,789 141,438 

28-Sep-17 110,409 25,540 135,949 

29-Sep-17 99,776 42,336 142,112 

30-Sep-17 108,046 18,090 31,882 

Fortnightly Total 1,042,462 564,282 1,512,490 

Date  Import in Tonnes Export in Tonnes Total 

16-Sep-17 78,997 23,541 102,538 

20-Sep-17 144,392 26,866 171,258 

21-Sep-17 137,889 17,879 155,768 

22-Sep-17 79,332 36,860 116,192 

23-Sep-17 102,892 14,345 117,237 

26-Sep-17 30,229 78,939 109,168 

27-Sep-17 49,375 41,748 91,123 

28-Sep-17 97,530 51,019 148,549 

29-Sep-17 93,827 31,882 125,709 

30-Sep-17 142,798 25,498 168,296 

Fortnightly Total 957,261 348,577 1,305,838 



  

   

Royal Navy 'Can Only Send a Quarter of Its 

Warships to Sea After Armed Forces Budget Cuts'
 

Source: Daily Mail      
 

16th

 
September 2017

 
 

The Royal Navy can only send a quarter of its warships to 
sea due to cuts to the Armed Forces budget, according to 
reports.

 
Of the navy’s 19 Type 23 frigates and Type 45 

destroyers, 13 have to stay docked because of a lack of 
resources, sources said.

 
The navy had its manpower reduced 

by 4,000 as part of the Government’s 2010 defence review –
 

and there are fears there could be further cuts in November’s 
budget.

 
It comes after reports that its flagship, HMS Ocean, 

had been delayed from sailing to the Caribbean to aid Irma 
relief efforts due to engine problems.

 
Former First Sea Lord, 

Lord West of Spithead, told The Daily Telegraph: ‘What is 
happening ... is a hollowing-out of defence.’ A source also 
said: ‘The Armed Forces have now been reduced to a level 
where they struggle to protect British citizens. Our 
lacklustre response to Hurricane Irma makes Britain a 
laughing stock and is the direct result of the Government’s 
cuts to the defence budget.’ The Ministry of Defence said it 
did not comment on its fleet but said the navy could carry 
out all its operational requirements, and denied reports that 
HMS Ocean had been delayed. 

 
House of Representatives Approves $500 Million 
for Offshore Patrol Cutter Program 

 
Source: Wjhg       
16th September 2017 

 
The House of Representatives approved $500 million to 

pay for the offshore patrol cutters program. If the project 
gets approval from the U.S. Senate and President Trump, 
the Coast Guard will likely allow Eastern Shipbuilding 
Group to build the first vessel and start replacing the 
existing fleet.

 
In the meantime, employees are working on 

the detailed design of the vessel.
 

Eastern Shipbuilding 
President Joey D'Isernia said they're excited about reaching 
this critical part of the funding process, and the economic 
benefits will span beyond what most people realize.

 
"If the 

Coast Guard exercises all 25 of these vessels, which we 
expect them to, this project could last

 
for 20 years," 

D'Isernia explained. "That's 20 years of job opportunities for 
people. Job opportunities mean lower unemployment, 
which ultimately means higher rate of home ownership, 
higher tax base for the area, improvements to infrastructure, 
extra resources for things like our fire department and police 
department. The list goes on and on so it's a huge deal for 
the area."

 
 Congressman Neal Dunn said he strongly supports the 

funding.

 

“The Offshore Patrol Cutter program is crucial to 
our national security and fully funding the production of 

these ships will ensure that our military men and women 
have the tools they need to keep us safe," Dunn said in a 
statement. "Eastern Shipbuilding has proven to be one of the 
most productive and cost-effective shipyards in the country 
and they are dedicated to providing our Coast Guard with 
top of the line ships. Coast Guard leaders have made it clear 
that the Offshore Patrol Cutter program is one of their top 
priorities in fleet recapitalization. The new fleet of Offshore 
Patrol Cutters will feature increased range and endurance, 
more powerful weapons, a larger flight deck, and an 
improved communications and electronics suite –

 

improvements that the Coast Guard needs to accomplish its 
mission.”

 
 

MoD Plan to Cut Costs by
 

Moving Clyde Frigate 
Work under Fire

 
 

Source: The Scotsman      
 

17th  
September 2017

 
 

The UK Government’s plan to drive down the cost of 
building a new class of warship by shifting work away from 
the Clyde is fatally flawed, a leading defence expert has 
claimed.  A new shipbuilding strategy will see the contract to 
build a new class of frigate broken up and put out for 
competition between yards. Costs to build the Type 31 
“General Purpose Frigate” will be capped at £250 million in 
a bid to attract overseas buyers for the model.   But critics 
have warned that the savings involved are unachievable and 
that shifting work away from the Clyde will erode decades of 
expertise.  

 
Defence analyst Francis Tusa, who has given evidence to 

Westminster committees on military procurement, said the 
Ministry of Defence was in the grip of a “conspiracy of 
optimism” over the new strategy. He questioned plans to 
build a second class of frigate before the already-announced 
Type 26, which is due to enter into service in the mid 2020s. 
“Outside of World War Two, no one has done that,” Tusa 
told Scotland on Sunday. “There is no way that you have a 
ship with the defence systems you need at £250m,” Tusa 
said. “No one will want to buy it.” He said he was “worried 
sick” about the potential

 
for a serious incident involving a 

Type 31 vessel built to what the MoD calls “commercial 
standards”, following two fatal collisions involving 
American warships this year.

 
 Baltic Fleet’s Ships Go to Sea to Participate in 
Zapad-2017 Exercise

 
 Source: Tass

       16th

 
September 2017

 
 About 20 ships and support vessels of Russia’s Baltic 
Fleet went to sea to perform tactical tasks of the Zapad-2017 
strategic exercise, head of the Western Military District’s 
press service on the Baltic Fleet Captain 1st rank Roman 
Martov said on Saturday.

 

 



 

 

 

"Corvettes, small missile and anti-submarine ships, 
minesweepers and missile boats, and various vessels of the 
auxiliary fleet have formed a few tactical groupings," he said. 
"They are ready to fulfil task as assigned -

 
in anti-submarine 

and air defense, to carry out test artillery firing on different 
types of targets, simulating sea and air targets."

 
 

A large-scale exercise Zapad-2017 began in Russia and 
Belarus on Thursday at three proving grounds in Russia and 
six in Belarus

 
with 12,700 troops (7,200 Belarussian and 

5,500 Russian ones taking part). Also involved in the 
exercise are about 70 planes and helicopters, 680 ground 
vehicles, including about 250 tanks, 200 artillery pieces, 
multiple rocket launchers and mortars and ten ships.

 
The 

main purpose of the exercise is to improve the compatibility 
of command and control centers, test new documentation 
and let commanders of all levels practice planning and 
control of operations on the basis of experience gained in the 
latest military conflicts.

 
The exercise will last till September 

20.
 
 

Sri Lanka Navy Ships Sayura and Sagara Return 
Home on Completion of Successful Naval Exercise 

 

Source: Daily FT      

19th September 2017 
 

The Sri Lanka Navy’s offshore patrol vessels SLNS 
Sayura and Sagara, which left Trincomalee earlier this 
month for India to participate in a joint maritime naval 
exercise with the Indian Navy, have returned after the 
successful completion of the exercise. The SLNS Sayura and 
Sagara returned to Sri Lanka on 17 September after 
successfully completing the Sri Lanka India Naval Exercise 
- SLINEX 2017, the Navy Media Unit revealed. The SLN 
ships left for India on 4 September to take part in the 
biennial joint naval exercise conducted between the two 
neighbouring countries. 

 
The returning ship, SLNS Sayura, was received in 

accordance with naval traditions at the Naval Dockyard in 
Trincomalee while SLNS Sagara, which is currently 
undertaking a search operation en route, is due to arrive at 
the Trincomalee harbour.

 
The biennial Joint Indo-Lanka 

Maritime Fleet Exercise -
 

SLINEX 2017 was conducted from 
7-14 September. A complement of 368 SLN personnel 
comprising 43 naval officers and 60 midshipmen took part 
in the biennial joint naval exercise.

  
SLINEX 2017 focused 

on fleet
 

work, seamanship, communication and 
replenishment at sea, Visit Board Search and Seize (VBSS) 
operations as well as helicopter operations.

 
 Is North Korea Building Their First Nuclear 

Submarine?
 

 Source: Spuntniknews     

 19th

 

September 2017

 
 Japanese media outlets are reporting that North Korea is 

clandestinely building a nuclear-powered submarine that 
they hope to have operational by 2020. The reports come 
from an anonymous but “informed” source.

 

Japanese newspaper Sekai Nippo claims that the 
"informed" source "familiar with the North Korea situation" 
told them that the DPRK has been clandestinely building the 
nuclear submarine, which would be a massive leap forward 
from the current DPRK Navy, which may maintain a fleet of 
50 to 60 diesel-electric submarines.

 
 

While nuclear submarines are significantly more difficult 
and expensive to produce than conventional diesel-electric 
ones, they are also faster, more powerful, more versatile, and 
have a wider range since they can stay underwater for much 
longer without needing to resurface and refuel.

 
The USS 

Jimmy Carter, the most heavily armed attack submarine 
built, is docked in Groton, Conn., Saturday, Feb. 19, 2005.

 

Nuclear submarines are often paired with ballistic missiles, 
and they can greatly increase a nation's power projection 
and are a stealthier launch method than firing from a 
ground-based silo. Analysts have suspected that the DPRK 
is interested in nuclear submarines for this reason, as 
Pyongyang has greatly bolstered their missile program in 
recent years. Since 2014, North Korea has test launched 
their Pukguksong-1 submarine-launched ballistic missile 
(SLBM) at least six times. An operational Pukguksong-1 
could be loaded into a nuclear submarine, which could then 
maneuver into international waters and fire a missile that 
would be nearly impossible to intercept. The Pukguksong-1 
could also hypothetically be equipped with a small nuclear 
warhead.  Republic of Korea Navy's KSS-2-class Sin Dol-
Seok diesel-electric attack submarine.  The US military has 
been closely monitoring the North Korean navy after what 
they suspect was an "ejection test" of the Pukguksong-1 in 
August. In May, think tank 38 North claimed that satellite 
imagery identified what appeared to be a test site for SLBMs 
at Nampo.  
 
Turkey Hosts Nato Naval Drills Amid Strained 
Alliance Ties  
 
Source: New China     
20th

 September 2017  
 

Turkey is  holding naval exercises with fellow NATO 
members at a time of crisis in strained ties with alliance 
states, state-run Anadolu Agency reported.

 
Turkey is

 
preparing to wind up naval exercises with fellow NATO 
members being held at a time of a crisis with alliance states 
and controversy over Ankara's plan to purchase weapons 
from Russia, the report said.

 
 The NATO exercises, focused on submarine rescue 

operations and called "Dynamic Monarch," were taking 
place in Turkish waters in the Mediterranean Sea off the 
resort city of Marmaris.

 
The naval exercises involved 1,000 

personnel and nine countries including France, Britain and 
the United States.

 
The drill, the first in Turkey since 2000, 

is aimed at demonstrating multinational submarine rescue 
cooperation and interoperability.

 
But its hosting by Turkey 

is also a symbol of Ankara's importance within the alliance 
during a tense period.

 

A NATO official said "Turkey is 
essential for the security of Europe. It has NATO's second 
largest army and makes an important contribution to the 
alliance."

 



 

US Nuclear Carrier Conducts Naval Drills with 
Japan as N. Korea Threatens H-Bomb Test

 
 

Source: RT     

 

22nd

 

September 2017

 
 

The 100,000-ton US Navy supercarrier ‘Ronald Reagan’ 
has conducted drills with Japanese warships south of the 
Korean Peninsula, Japan's military said. Pyongyang, 
meanwhile, has threatened a further “hydrogen bomb test” 
over the Pacific.

 
The Japan Maritime Self Defense Force said 

in a statement 
 

that the Nimitz-class nuclear-powered 
supercarrier ‘Ronald Reagan,’ based in the Japanese town of 
Yokosuka, Kanagawa Prefecture, and its escort ships have 
been holding drills with Japanese Navy vessels in waters 
south and

 
west of Japan's main islands since September 11. 

The strike group is also set to stage a separate drill with the 
South Korean Navy in October, the Defense Ministry added.

 
 

The large-scale drill will involve three Japanese 
warships, including two destroyers and one of the country's 
two biggest helicopter carriers, and will run until the end of 
the month.On Friday, North Korean Foreign Minister Ri 
Yong-ho said that Pyongyang is considering testing a 
hydrogen bomb over the Pacific Ocean. The move is said to 
be in response to Washington stepping up economic 
sanctions against North Korea. "It could be the most 
powerful detonation of an H-bomb in the Pacific," Ri said, 
as quoted by South Korean agency Yonhap.  

 
The suggestion came as Ri was asked to clarify the latest 

statement by Kim Jong-un, in which the North Korean 
leader vowed revenge against US President Donald Trump 
for insulting him and his country “in front of the eyes of the 
world” by threatening “to destroy” North Korea. In a 
statement issued by North Korean state-run agency KCNA 
on Friday, Kim said he “will consider with seriousness 
exercising of a corresponding highest level of hardline 
countermeasure in history,” while promising that the US will 
“pay dearly” for Trump’s remarks at the UN General 
Assembly. Kim then said that “whatever Trump might have 
expected, he will face results beyond his expectation.” 

 
Largest AUST Navy Ship Arrives in Jakarta

 
 Source: The Austrailian     

 22nd

 
September 2017

 
 Australia's largest and newest ship has pulled into 

Indonesia's capital as part of a tour to showcase what the 
navy can do for the Indo-Pacific region.

 
It's a floating 

advertisement for what Australia's Navy can do -
 

a hulking 
grey mass with a regional-sized hospital onboard, 
helicopters and forklifts.

 
But as HMAS Adelaide it slowly 

pulled into dock in Jakarta on Sunday, there was only a 
handful of personnel from the Indonesian National Army 
Navy to greet it, grabbing ropes and raising salutes.

 
 The showcasing of the ship, however, is far from over. 

HMAS Adelaide will dock in Jakarta until Tuesday, hosting 
a reception onboard on Monday night.

 

The trip -

 

the Indo-
Pacific Endeavour -

 

has been up to 18 months in the making 
and is the biggest co-ordinated task group deployment since 

the early 1980s, with Adelaide joined by five other smaller 
ships at various times during their journey.

 

It comes amid 
rising tensions within the region around the hotly contested 
waters of the South China Sea.

 

China is facing increasing 
criticism for its reclamation of reefs and militarisation of 
islands in the waters. Indonesia recently pushed back by 
renaming its exclusive economic zone in the South China 
Sea as the North Natuna Sea.

 
In June, Prime Minister 

Malcolm Turnbull used his keynote address at a security 
summit in Singapore to warn against a bullish and coercive 
China.

 
Having already visited East Timor, HMAS Adelaide 

will also stop at various other countries, including Malaysia 
and the Philippines over the next two months.

 
 

Australia's largest and newest ship, the HMAS Adelaide 
is the "flagship" vessel.

 
For those living and working on 

board -
 
a special nod goes to the sleeping quarters -

 
which 

has 15 bunks per mess as opposed to the 100-odd beds that 
rooms on older ships accommodate.

 
Within its thick metal 

are gyms, "fantastic food" and a regional-sized hospital, 
complete with two operating theatres -  the largest of its kind 
since World War II.  Commanding Officer of HMAS 
Adelaide, Captain Jon Earley said they hope to visit as many 
countries as possible to showcase the capabilities Australia 
brings to the region for maritime security, terrorism and 
natural disaster response.  

 

India, South Korea to Jointly Build Five Warships 
in Next Five Years  

 
Source: Sputnik  
22nd  September 2017  

 
South Korea’s willingness to transfer technology to India 

has made it one of India’s most favored defense partners, 
bagging mega projects including joint production of 
warships and artillery guns.  New Delhi  —  India's state-
owned shipbuilding company Hindustan Shipyard Limited 
(HSL) has said it expects to seal the deal with South Korea's 
Hyundai Heavy Industries Co. Ltd. within a year to build five 
fleet-support ships (FSS) for the Indian Navy. Bilateral 
negotiations for the project had started in 2015 when Indian 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi visited South Korea.

 
 
A five member South Korean delegation along with 

Indian Navy officials had visited HSL in Vizag between 
August 21-23 to discuss the FSS construction plan; for 
which, a timeline would be finalized soon. It is estimated 
that construction of five FSS would cost $1.4 billion to 
Indian Navy.

 
During a press meet, HSL Chairman and 

Managing Director Rear Admiral L.V. Sarat Babu said that 
the first ship is expected to roll out in October 2022 from the 
Hyundai facility in South Korea. Simultaneously, the 
construction of another FSS would start at HSL facility with 
the technological cooperation of Hyundai. "Our plan is to 
roll out one FSS every 10 months after the delivery of the 
first vessel from Hyundai," L.V. Sarat Babu said.

 
Hindustan 

Shipyard Limited (HSL) was picked up by the Indian 
government for the strategic collaboration to gain 
technological know-how in defense shipbuilding.

 
  



 

 

LNG Shipping: Trade Up by 13% During First Half 
of 2017 

 
 

Source: Hellenic Shipping News      

 

16th

  
September 2017

 
 

New LNG production coming online is bound to help 
alleviate the oversupply of tonnage in the LNG shipping 
market, however it still won’t be enough to cater for all the 
newbuildings expected to hit the water during the next few 
months and as such, some of them are bound to be delayed. 
In its outlook for the LNG shipping market, ship owner 
AWILCO LNG said that “after a weak first half of 2017, the 
market firmed both in terms of rates and activity during the 
summer months on the back of increasing LNG production 
and fewer available vessels. The volatility and seasonality is 
expected to continue, but as additional LNG production 
comes on stream the current tonnage overcapacity is 
expected to gradually be absorbed, resulting in an 
improvement in the market going forward. The long-term 
outlook for LNG shipping remains promising on the back of 
scheduled LNG production capacity coming on stream over 
the next couple of years”. 

 

According to the ship owner, “the falling gas price trend 
from Q1 leveled off and stabilised in Q2. Gas prices were 
more or less unchanged during the quarter, Far East gas 
price started at USD 5.3/MMBTU and ended at 
5.4/MMBTU, UK NBP and HH prices started at USD 
4.9/MMBTU and USD 3.1/MMBTU and ended at USD 
4.8/MMBTU and USD 3.2/MMBTU respectively. The soft 
LNG shipping rate trend in Q1 levelled off and showed a 
firming trend in Q2. The quarter started with day rates 
reported at USD 30,000 and USD 28,500 West and East of 
Suez respectively, and ended at USD 40,000 and USD 
30,000. Market activity was low for extended periods during 
the quarter, but firming on the back of additional enquires 
at the end of the quarter. In Q3 both activity and rates have 
continued the firming trend, leading to rates reported at 
USD 43,000 and USD 40,000 West and East of Suez 
respectively, in addition to increasing ballast payments, 
presently on full round voyage basis. At the end of Q1, 
construction of Sabine Pass T3 was completed and the ramp 
up is according to schedule”.

 
 VLCC Tanker Freight Rates Revised Upwards by 

Shipbroker Charles R. Weber
 

 Source: Hellenic Shipping News      
 19th

  
September 2017

 
 Tanker market specialist, shipbroker Charles R. Weber 

expectes tanker rates to gradually improve in the medium 
term and up until the end of the year. In its latest weekly 
report, the shipbroker said that “rates in the Caribbean 
VLCC market have experienced strong gains since early 
August on the back of a decline in USG arrivals and a 

strengthening outbound cargo demand, including a 42% rise 
in average weekly ex-USG cargoes since Q1.

 
The benchmark 

CBS-SPORE route has risen by 48% to $4.00m lump sum, 
even as rates on all other routes have been under strong 
negative pressure”.

 
According to CR Weber, “though the 

Caribbean market’s rate gains have failed to stop a decline 
in average earnings –

 
which at just ~$10,994/day stand 

below OPEX levels –
 

the situation presents an interesting 
development for the VLCC market and represents a positive 
indicator for performance during Q4. Amid the shortfall in 
regional positions, nine spot-oriented VLCCs have opted to 
ballast towards the region from Asia; two of these were fixed 
for Caribbean market cargoes while they remained available 
for Middle East cargoes while the remainder were 
subsequently undertaken speculatively based on potentially 
better TCE

 
earnings”.

 
Indeed, “even when adding the 24 

more ballast days Asian ballasters require to reach the 
Caribbean relative to the Middle East market, such trades 
can offer a TCE as high as ~$25,888/day, assuming a 
subsequent ballast back to the Middle East (at a time when 
seasonal factors typically dictate a better trading 
environment)”, CR Weber noted.  

 

Coal Export Priority Left NSW Power Plants with 
'Weeks' Of Supplies  
 
Source: Hellenic Shipping News       
19th   September 2017  
 

A shortage of rail capacity in  NSW prompted partly by 
rising coal exports has led three of the country’s biggest 
power stations to run down stockpiles to “historic lows”.  
AGL Energy’s twin Bayswater and Liddell power stations 
near Muswellbrook saw stockpiles dwindle to about three 
weeks’ supplies during winter despite rationing since 
October, the company said.  Those stocks, which dipped 
below 1 million tonnes, have since been increased but 
“remain well below normal”, the energy giant said. Together 
the two plants have about 4300 megawatts of capacity, and 
burn about 12 million tonnes of coal a year.  Origin Energy, 
which operates Australia’s biggest coal plant –

 
the 2880-

MW Eraring station near Newcastle –
 

also used up 
“substantial coal supplies” during winter, Greg Jarvis, 
executive general manager, said.

 
 The concerns were serious enough to be raised with both 

the federal and NSW governments. Any supply crimp would 
also have contributed to higher wholesale prices.

 
Part of the 

squeeze came from power stations ramping up generation to 
fill

 
the gap created by the exit of the vintage Hazelwood 

power plant in Victoria in March.
 

Rising export demand, 
though, reduced the ability to access more coal.

 
“This does 

place pressure on the Hunter coal supply chain, and on one 
of the busiest rail corridors in the country,” an AGL 
spokeswoman said.

 
“Due to these constraints and the 

unprecedented demand for black coal generation the coal 
stockpile at the Macquarie site fell to historic lows over the 
winter period.”
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Asia Fuel Oil-380-Cst Premiums and Spreads

 

Retreat from Recent Highs

 
 

Source: Hellenic Shipping News      

 

20th

 

September 2017

 
 

Cash premiums of Asia’s 380-cst fuel oil narrowed for a 
second consecutive session on Tuesday following lower deal 
values, while the front-month time spreads of the mainstay 
fuel were offered down amid limited trade activity, industry 
sources said. Three 20,000-tonne 380-cst fuel oil cargo 
trades were reported in the Platts window on Tuesday.

 

Coastal was both a buyer and seller of 380-cst fuel oil 
cargoes in the window, sources said. Trafigura sold 20,000 
tonnes of the fuel to Coastal at a premium of $1.25 a tonne 
to Singapore quotes for Sept. 4-8 loading and then Coastal 
sold to Hin Leong a similar cargo loading over the same 
laycan at a lower premium of $1 a tonne to Singapore quotes.

 

The third 20,000 tonne cargo was sold by Mercuria to 
Coastal for loading over Sept. 9-13 at a premium of $1.25 a 
tonne to Singapore quotes, sources said. – A total of 1.862 
million tonnes of high-sulphur fuel oil has traded in the 
window since the start of the year, compared with 1.4 million 
tonnes in August. 

 

Market sentiment was improved last week by firm buying 
interest for physical cargoes and declining fuel oil 
inventories across key storage hubs including Singapore and 
northwest Europe, sources said. By Friday, 380-cst cash 
premiums rose to $1.58 a tonne to Singapore quotes, their 
highest since July 4, while the front-month 380-cst time 
spread had climbed to $2.25 a tonne, its highest since June 
29. On Tuesday, 380-cst fuel oil cash premiums fell 32 cents 
a tonne from the previous session to $1.15 a tonne to 
Singapore quotes, a four session low. The 380-cst Oct/Nov 
time spreads had slipped to about $2.05 a tonne on Tuesday 
by 5.45 p.m. Singapore time (0945 GMT), 15 cents lower 
than the previous session amid limited trade volumes, 
sources said. 

 
The Trade Connundrum Between China, USA and 
N. Korea 

 
Source: Hellenic Shipping News      

 21st

  
September 2017

 
 The shipping industry is bound to be affected by the rise 

in tensions in the Korean Peninsula. In a recent report, 
shipbroker Intermodal said that “the trade volume between 
North Korea and China is more than $5 billion per year. 83% 
of North Korea’s exports end up in China; similarly, about 
85% of the nation’s imports come from China. The rest of 
the trade is with countries like India, Russia, Pakistan, 
Thailand and Mexico. Although Russia’s trade with North 
Korea is marginal, total volume being less than $100 
million, it should not be disregarded as Russia will not lose 
out on the opportunity to strengthen its own influence on 
North Korea as China’s role diminishes. So, it was important 
for the USA to convince both China and Russia to agree to 
the trade restrictions in order to put pressure to North 
Korea”.

 
 

According to Intermodal, “from a

 

Chinese perspective, 
Russia is needed to be onboard as the country has seen its 
own political influence over North Korea weakening. So the 
possibility that Russia would benefit from the Chinese trade 
reduction would give Beijing second thoughts about how 
aggressive to be on their pressure to Pyongyang. Although 
China has slashed coal imports from North Korea, the 
overall trade has risen in the first half of 2017 mostly from 
textile exports, in order to compensate and not lose out on 
total trade volumes. Now, the new sanctions approved by the 
U.N. Security Council target imports of refined oil products 
and textile exports. According to data from Bloomberg, the 
new measures would cut North Korean exports by 90%. This 
puts pressure on China but it also assures

 
that Russia will be 

unable to exploit the situation to pursue its own economic or 
geopolitical visions”.

 
 

As far as our shipping industry is concerned, China has 
been importing annually about $1 billion worth of mineral 
products from N. Korea. So, when back in February Beijing 
decided to ban all imports of North Korean coal, we can only 
assume that these imports should come from other sources 
increasing the ton-mile and giving its incremental 
contribution to the recovery of the shipping indexes. This 
combined with other economic policy from China on iron 
ore and coal imports, the better than expected data on world 
trade growth for 2017 and the improving orderbook to 
trading fleet ratio has put the long-waited recovery on the 
horizon”, Ntalakos concluded.  

 
Asia Tanker Rates Jump as Vessels Ship Fuel to 
U.S., Mexico  
 
Source: Hellenic Shipping News       
21st   September 2017  
 

Freight rates for oil product tankers in Asia hit a multi-
month high this week on reduced availability as vessels were 
diverted to ship fuel to the United States and Mexico in the 
wake of Hurricane Harvey.  Some bigger tankers are also 
being used as temporary storage for gasoil as traders hold 
fuel on expectations of tighter supply and improved demand 
in the fourth quarter. This has compounded the shortage of 
vessels.

 
Oil trader Winson Oil, for instance, has been 

aggressively buying in Singapore, snapping up millions of 
gasoil barrels.

 
 Rates for Long-Range 1 (LR1) tankers, which carry about 

55,000 tonnes, climbed to a near nine-month high for the 
Middle East to Japan route on the World Scale (WS), a 
shipping index benchmark, at 143 WS on Sept. 18.

 
Rates for 

LR2 tankers, which carry around 75,000 tonnes, were near 
a one-month high for the same route at 119 WS point on 
Sept. 18.

 
LRs are used to

 
ship mainly naphtha from the 

Middle East to Japan, but they are also used by the Middle 
East, India, Singapore and South Korea among others to 
ship gasoil and jet fuel to various countries.

 
However, there 

has been a recent rush to use LR tankers and smaller 
medium-range tankers to ship middle distillates to the 
United States and Latin America.
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China Iron Ore Extends Losses To 2-Mth Low Amid 
Glut Concerns

 
 

Source: Reuter      

 

22nd

  

September 2017

 
 

Chinese iron ore futures tumbled nearly 5 percent on 
Thursday, falling for a fifth session in six, reflecting 
oversupply concerns as global miners ramp up output while 
near-term steel demand in top consumer China looks to be 
at risk.

 
Amid weaker futures, spot iron ore dropped below 

$70 a tonne this week for the
 

first time since July as bids for 
physical cargoes slipped, traders said.

 
 

The most-traded iron ore contract on the Dalian 
Commodity Exchange closed down 4.7 percent at 472 yuan 
($72) a tonne, just off the day’s trough of 471 yuan, its lowest 
since July 18.

 
New iron ore supply to the market includes top 

producer Vale’s S11D expansion project, which produced 12 
million tonnes in January-August, and is expected to churn 
out 9-11 million tonnes in September-December.

 
The project 

will help produce up to 90 million tonnes a year from 2018 
onwards.  

 

A Shanghai-based trader said a sustained drop in iron 
ore stockpiles at China’s ports did not necessarily indicate 
firm demand for the raw material. “There were some delays 
in the discharge of ships because of stormy weather in the 
eastern coast of China and also other parts of North Asia,” 
he said. Port inventory dropped for a seventh consecutive 
week to 131.85 million tonnes last week, the lowest since 
mid-April, data from SteelHome consultancy showed. Iron 
ore for delivery to China’s Qingdao port .IO62-CNO=MB 
rose 1.2 percent to $69.65 a tonne on Wednesday, a day after 
touching a near two-month low, according to Metal Bulletin. 
In a potential risk for Chinese steel demand, Beijing said it 
would suspend construction of major public projects during 
winter to improve the capital’s air quality. But Beijing’s city 
authorities have taken down the policy document from their 
website. It is unclear if the move means the prohibition is no 
longer in place. A city government official said the document 
was pulled from the website due to misunderstandings over 
the rules in media reports.

 
The most-active rebar on the 

Shanghai Futures Exchange slipped 2.4 percent to end at 
3,655 yuan per tonne, just off the intraday low of 3,650 yuan, 
its weakest since Aug. 3.

 
As steel slid, other steelmaking raw 

materials also faltered. Coking coal futures on Dalian fell 5.1 
percent to 1,219 yuan a tonne and coke dropped 3.4 percent 
to 2,086 yuan.

 
 OPEC Keeps Oil Market Guessing Over Further 

Action on Cuts
 

 Source: Reuter      
 22nd

  
September 2017

 
 Ministers from OPEC and its allies look set to keep 

everyone waiting longer for confirmation of further action to 
rebalance the oil market, sending conflicting signals on 
whether they’ll discuss extending or deepening

 

supply cuts 
in Vienna.

 

The producers —

 

who together pump more than 
half the world’s oil —

 

are only two months into the initial 
extension of their output agreement, so it’s too early to look 

at prolonging it further, Kuwait’s Oil Minister Issam

 

Almarzooq told reporters in the Austrian capital on 
Thursday. However, Algerian Energy Minister Mustapha 
Guitouni told his country’s state-run press service that they 
will discuss the matter.

 
 

While Iraq’s Oil Minister Jabbar Al-Luaibi said on 
Tuesday that some nations were talking about a further 1 
percent cut, his Russian counterpart Alexander Novak told 
RIA Novosti on Wednesday that there’s no formal proposal 
to do so.

 
The Organization of Petroleum Exporting 

Countries and its allies have several reasons
 

to hold a steady 
course when they meet to gauge progress in their effort to 
eliminate a global supply glut. Brent crude, the international 
benchmark, closed at the highest level since March on 
Wednesday as the world’s bloated fuel inventories shrink. 
Nine

 
months into their agreement, implementation of the 

pledged 1.8 million barrels a day of production cuts remains 
high.

 
 

Still, as U.S. shale oil continues to thrive and seasonal 
demand wanes, the surplus that has weighed on markets for 
three years could soon return. If OPEC doesn’t extend the 
supply curbs beyond their current expiry at the end of 
March, the market will return to oversupply again, forecasts 
from the International Energy Agency indicate.  The group’s 
Joint Technical Committee, which met on Wednesday to 
assess members’ compliance with pledged cuts, 
recommended that ministers should consider informal 
monitoring of exports in addition to production, said two 
delegates, who asked not to be named because the 
deliberations were private. OPEC’s internal rules mean 
these figures would only be discussed internally and the so-
called secondary sources production estimates —  compiled 
from third parties and published each month–  would 
remain the only official way for measuring compliance, the 
delegates said.  

 
Euro Zone Growth Gaining Momentum but 
Inflation Subdued -  ECB Bulletin  
 
Source: Reuter      

 
22nd

  
September 2017

 
 

Euro zone economic growth is gaining momentum and 
the rapid fall in the unemployment rate is encouraging but 
inflation has yet to show convincing signs of a sustained 
upward trend, requiring continued stimulus, the European 
Central Bank.

 
The firming of the euro also presents a source 

of risk for inflation because it implies a moderation of price 
pressures, requiring monitoring, the ECB said in a regular 
economic bulletin that was largely consistent with its 
statement after this month’s interest rate decision.

 
The ECB 

earlier this month left its ultra-easy monetary policy 
unchanged but said it would discuss “recalibration” next 
month, a signal taken by markets as confirmation that the 
bank would curb its stimulus from next year, given strong 
growth and a waning threat of deflation.

 
 “The swift decline in euro area unemployment is 

particularly encouraging against a background of increasing 
labour

 

supply,” the ECB added. “Nevertheless, broader 
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measures of unemployment suggest that slack is still 
elevated in many euro area labour markets.”

 
 

Chinese Banks-

 

New Source of Capital for Shipping?

 
 

Source: World Maritime News      

 

21st

  

September 2017

 
 

Chinese banks seem to be the emerging power when it 
comes to securing capital for the shipping industry.

 
The 

market has been dominated by European lenders which are 
starting to turn to a more localized strategy as they work to 
trim down their exposure to bad

 
shipping loans.

 
This is in 

particular seen in Germany, whose banks have sustained a 
considerable blow from nonperforming loans from the 
sector.

 
For example in June this year, German 

Commerzbank returned its regulatory licence to conduct 
business concerning ship Pfandbriefe as part of its plan to 
dispose of bad shipping loans worth EUR 4.5 billion.

 
 

However, Chinese financial institutions might be 
replacing the German capital on the market. “Chinese banks 
are increasingly doing transactions globally, and it has 
become a trend. When someone leaves the scene, there is a 
gap, and it will soon be filled with different banks,” Joep 
Gorgels, Regional Head Scandinavia ECT Energy & 
Transportation – ABN AMRO Bank said while speaking at 
Marine Services & Offshore Forum in London. As explained 
by Bill Guo, Executive Director of Beijing-based ICBC 
Leasing, since many ships are being built in China, 
especially those intended for export, there has been a great 
demand to push the banks to finance those ships. 

 
The demand also comes from the local shipyards, 

capable of building massive ships, such as those 22,000 TEU 
ULCVs recently ordered by CMA CGM at CSSC yards. 
According to Guo, both Chinese export and import banks 
and local leasing companies are interested in providing 
financing to such projects as the return is stable and the risk 
is reduced. In addition, ICBC is looking beyond local 
boundaries, as 80 % of its business comes outside of China, 
with the majority of customers from that percentage being 
from Europe.

 
The availability of funding for shipowners, 

which has already been scarce, is becoming ever more 
restricted and further threatened by the pressure from 
regulators, in Europe in particular.

 
As pointed out during 

the panel, the advantage of the Chinese lessors is that they 
offer cheaper capital and are more flexible than their 
European or American counterparts, which is very much 
appreciated in the industry.

 
 Saudi Shipper Bahri Sees VLCC Market Improving 

by Q4 
 

 Source: Reuters      
 23rd

 
September 2017

 
 Saudi Arabia’s Bahri, the exclusive oil shipper of Saudi 

Aramco, expects supertanker rates to stabilise at slightly 
better levels going into the fourth quarter, the vice president 
for commercial and operations of its oil business said.

 

Bahri 
is the world’s largest owner and operator of very large crude 
carriers (VLCCs), a market which has come under pressure 

recently from a jump in the supply of new vessels, while 
older vessels have not left the market in large numbers.

 

“Full 
year delivery is expected to be around 50,

 

against reported 
scrapping in the single digits so far,” Hisham al-Nughaimish 
told Reuters in an interview.

 
 

Shipping fuel or bunker, which tracks crude prices, is 
also likely to stay around current rates levels for the rest of 
the year. Though it could be affected in the short term by the 
impact of hurricane Irma on oil prices, Nughaimish said.

 

Bahri exclusively transports all of Saudi Aramco’s VLCC 
cargoes delivered on cost, insurance and freight (CIF) basis 
and as such is the world’s busiest oil shipper.

 
“Our strategy 

going forward is to increase the share of lifting from other 
global hubs, while achieving incremental Saudi volumes,” 
Nughaimish said.

 
To cater for this expected growth, Bahri 

has ordered 10 new VLCCs from South Korea’s Hyundai 
Samho Heavy Industries (HSHI). It has received four this 
year and one will be completed by the end of the year to give 
the company a total of 41 VLCCs.

 
 

The other five will be delivered by mid-2018, 
Nughaimish said making it the world’s largest owner of 
VLCCs with 46 VLCCs.  Bahri, 22 percent-owned by Saudi 
sovereign wealth fund the Public Investment Fund (PIF) and 
20 percent by Aramco, transports crude oil, chemicals and 
dry bulk, and also offers ship management services. In 2014 
it merged with the former shipping arm of Aramco, Vela 
Marine International.  Along with Saudi Aramco, Hyundai 
Heavy Industries and Lamprell, Bahri is building a shipyard 
in Saudi Arabia to boost the local industry, as part of the 
kingdom’s plan to diversify the economy away from its heavy 
reliance on oil.  The yard will cater for all of Bahri’s 
requirements including its long-term ship build 
programme, Nughaimish said, adding the proximity of the 
facilities would help improve operational efficiency.  

 
S.Korean Fuel Oil Exports to China Rise, Dent 
Shipments from Singapore  
 
Source: Reuters       
23rd

 
September 2017

 
 

Two South Korean refiners are exporting excess cargoes 
of residual fuel oil to nearby China, displacing some 
Singaporean sales of the commodity which can be used in 
ships and power stations, three trade sources said.

 Scheduled maintenance work at S-Oil Corp’s Onsan plant in 
September and a fire at GS Caltex’s Yeosu refinery in August 
has curbed the facilities’ capacity to refine residual fuel oil 
into other products, meaning they have been

 
shipping 

excess cargoes to China, the sources said. They declined to 
be identified as they were not authorised to speak with 
media.

 
S-Oil did not respond to a request for comment, 

while a GS Caltex spokesman declined to comment.
 

 The sources estimate GS Caltex, the nation’s No.2 
refiner, has exported between 100,000 and 200,000 tonnes 
of residual fuel oil as a result of the fire, mostly to China.

 
S-

Oil, the country’s third-biggest refiner, is estimated to have 
exported 120,000 tonnes of 380-cantistoke fuel

 

oil into 
China in September for use as a marine fuel through three 
40,000 tonne cargoes.
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That has pushed out some exports from Singapore, the 
sources said.

 

“The drawing power from Singapore into the 
north seems less (after the secondary-unit closures at the 
two South Korean refineries),” said a Singapore-based fuel 
oil trader.

 
GS Caltex is exporting most of its excess fuel oil 

cargoes since the unit shutdown to China at the expense of 
Singaporean exports to China, said a trade source in South 
Korea.

 
Fuel oil demand in China is being supported by 

increased run rates at independent refineries, said Nevyn 
Nah, oil products analyst at Energy Aspects. Those refiners 
use the product as a feedstock.

 
He also noted that the lifting 

of China’s annual fishing ban, starting from August through 
to September, depending on location, means more fishing 
boats will head out to sea, burning more fuel.

 
 

GS Caltex earlier in the month said it was unsure when it 
would be able to restart its 66,000 barrels-per-day (bpd) 
hydrocracker after the fire at the Yeosu plant. The company 
is equally owned by GS Energy Corp, a unit of GS Holdings 
and U.S. oil major Chevron Corp . S-Oil shut one of its 
hydrodesulphurisation units for 25 days of planned 
maintenance in September. China is a net importer of fuel 
oil used as a refining feedstock or in refuelling marine 
vessels. 

 

Worldsteel Association: August 2017 Crude Steel 
Production 

 
Source: World Steel       
23rd September 2017 

 
World crude steel production for the 67 countries 

reporting to the World Steel Association (worldsteel) was 
143.6 million tonnes (Mt) in August 2017, a 6.3% increase 
compared to August 2016. China’s crude steel production for 
August 2017 was 74.6 Mt, an increase of 8.7% compared to 
August 2016. Japan produced 8.7 Mt of crude steel in August 
2017, a decrease of -2.0% compared to August 2016. India 
produced 8.5 Mt of crude steel in August 2017, an increase 
of 4.1% compared to August 2016. In the EU, Germany 
produced 3.6 Mt of crude steel in August 2017, an increase 
of 3.3% compared to August 2016. France produced 1.1 Mt 
of crude steel in August 2017, an increase of 15.5% compared 
to August 2016. Italy’s crude steel

 
production for August 

2017 was 1.1 Mt, up by 0.4% on August 2017. Spain produced 
1.1 Mt in August 2017, a decrease of -2.7% compared to 
August 2016. Turkey’s crude steel production for August 
2017 was 3.2 Mt, up by 13.3% on August 2016. The US 
produced 7.1 Mt of crude steel in August 2017, an increase 
of 6.3% compared to August 2016. Brazil’s crude steel 
production for August 2017 was 3.0 Mt, up by 1.2% on 
August 2016.  The crude steel capacity utilisation ratio of the 
67 countries in August 2017 was 72.2%. This is 3.3 
percentage points higher than August 2016. Compared to 
July 2017, it is 0.2 percentage points lower.

 
 OPEC and Russia Hold Steady on Cuts as Oil Market 

Improves
 

 Source: Bloomberg      

 25th

 

September 2017

 
 OPEC and Russia said they were about halfway toward 

clearing a global oil glut and urged fellow producers to stay 
focused and finish the job, while stopping short of additional 
action to reassure a jittery market.

 
 

The producers, who together pump more than half the 
world’s oil, have reasons to hold a steady course. At a 
meeting in Vienna on Friday, ministers hailed the 
accelerating market recovery as Brent crude, the 
international

 
benchmark, climbed to a six-month high. Still, 

predictions of strong growth in U.S. shale production next 
year mean there are still concerns that the scheduled expiry 
of the agreement at the end of March could be premature. 
“The process is working fine so

 
far,” Kuwait’s Oil Minister 

Issam Almarzooq said after the meeting. “We hope that we 
can consume the remaining overhang in this period“ so it’s 
not possible to say whether the cuts will need to be extended 
until closer to expiry, he said. Nine months into

 
the 

agreement between the Organization of Petroleum 
Exporting Countries and allies including Russia to cut 
production, there are both positive an negatives signs. 
Bloated stockpiles of fuel have been “massively drained” and 
the group implemented more than  100 percent of its agreed 
cuts last month, said OPEC Secretary-General Mohammad 
Barkindo.  

 

Even if that level of compliance continues, supply and 
demand would be finely balanced next year and ending the 
accord could put the market back in surplus, data from the 
International Energy Agency indicate. Russian Energy 
Minister Alexander Novak acknowledged the need for 
flexibility, while also making clear its commitment to the 
deal wasn’t open ended. “Any agreement —  especially an 
agreement aimed at balancing the market, supply and 
demand —  has to end somewhere,” Novak said in a 
Bloomberg television interview after the meeting. “A 
gradual, slow exit strategy” could begin between the second 
and fourth quarters of 2018 when “demand can absorb 
additional supply,” he  said. It’s impossible to make a 
decision now and “I believe we can raise the issue of 
extending the deal with needed specifics no earlier than in 
January,” Novak said. OPEC left its other pressing issue —  
rising production from Nigeria and Libya, which are exempt 
from cutting —

 
for a later date. After a long period of output 

disruptions due to attacks on oil infrastructure, neither 
country has stabilized production enough to be given a 
formal cap, said Kuwait’s Almarzooq.

 
 China Coking Coal, Coke Prices Sink Again Amid 

Oversupply Worries
 

 Source: Reuters      
 26th

 
September 2017

 
 China’s steel raw materials extended recent losses on 
Monday, with coking coal down more than 5 percent and 
coke hitting its lowest in almost two months, as some 
factories reopened after recent environmental inspections, 
adding to glut worries, traders said.

 
Iron ore prices were also 

lower as the market continued to worry about waning 
restocking demand at mills.

 

The most-active coking coal 
futures on the Dalian Commodity Exchange tumbled as 
much as 6.5 percent in early trade on Monday to 1,137 yuan 
($172.06) a tonne, the lowest since July 17. They closed 3.4 
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percent lower at 1,175 yuan a tonne.

 

Coke futures were down 
2.4 percent at 2,012.5 yuan a tonne, after hitting their 
weakest since July 31 at 1,956 yuan.

 

“Some coke factories 
have resumed operations after recent environmental 
inspections. Inventories among traders and steel mills are 
pilling up,” said analysts at Orient Futures in a note.

 
 

Stockpiles of coking coal at steel mills
 

had increased 
100,000 tonnes to 15.96 million tonnes by Friday, according 
to data from Mysteel consultancy.

 
“Expectations of 

production curtailment at steel mills during the winter 
season also put pressure on restocking demand,” said a 
Shandong-based trader.

 
With national holidays and China’s 

party congress meeting approaching in October, mills have 
started to curb production to reduce emission. Some also 
closed to deal with environmental inspections in August and 
earlier this month.

 
The utilization rate at mills fell to 75 

percent by Friday from 75.83 percent in the previous week, 
according to data from Mysteel.

 
The most-traded 

construction steel futures on the Shanghai Futures 
Exchange eked out gains after a drop in the morning. They 
closed up 0.1 percent at 3,603 yuan a tonne. Spot rebar 
prices dropped 1.3 percent to 4254.04 yuan a tonne on 
Friday, data from Mysteel website showed. Iron ore for 
January delivery on the Dalian Exchange slid 0.2 percent to 
468 yuan a tonne. S&P’s downgrade last week of China’s 
credit rating continued to drag on the market, traders said. 

 

S&P Global Platts Proposes New 0.5% Sulfur 
Marine Fuel Assessments from January 2019 Ahead 
of IMO Implementation 

 
Source: Platts       
27th September 2017 

 
S&P Global Platts, the leading independent provider of 

information and benchmark prices for the commodities and 
energy markets, today announced a proposal to begin 
publishing new daily assessments for marine fuels reflecting 
a maximum sulfur limit of 0.5% globally from January 
2019.In addition, S&P Global Platts confirmed that it will 
continue to publish existing high sulfur marine fuel 
assessments after the January 1, 2020 IMO implementation.

 
 

On October 27, 2016, the International Maritime 
Organization (IMO) confirmed that it would move ahead 
with a proposed reduction of sulfur limits in marine fuels to 
0.5% from January 1, 2020. This is the latest step in the 
journey of reducing the sulfur content of marine fuels, which 
as recently as 2011 was commonly 4.5%.

 
Jonty Rushforth, 

Global Editorial Director, Oil and Shipping Price Group, 
S&P Global Platts, said: “S&P Global Platts is committed to 
evolving its price assessments to reflect changing markets. 
As the marine fuel industry embarks on a fundamental shift, 
it is our role to provide the market with relevant price 
assessments underpinned by robust methodology that aid 
decision making through this period of change.

 
 Following an extended period of discussion with market 

participants, we are proposing to launch these new 
assessments a full year

 

ahead of the IMO formal 
implementation date to help the market adapt to the lower 
sulfur marine fuels standards.

 

In addition, there was clear feedback from market 
participants that we should continue publishing the existing 
high sulfur assessments as they

 

will remain relevant even 
after the IMO’s implementation date of January 1, 2020.“

 

The marine fuels market is one of the most actively traded 
in the world with open interest currently over $13bn against 
the Platts Rotterdam barge assessment, $11bn against

 
the 

Singapore CST380 and $1.5bn against the USGC HSFO 
extending out well into 2020.

 
S&P Global Platts would begin 

publishing price assessments for 0.5% sulfur 380 CST 
bunker fuel on delivered and ex-wharf bases at several ports 
across the world. In addition, the company would begin 
publishing assessments for physical fuel oil with a maximum 
sulfur limit of 0.5% sulfur at the key hub locations of 
Houston, Rotterdam, Fujairah and Singapore, as well as 
related derivatives.

 
The new assessments would reflect 

specifications for RMG 380 CST as defined by the 
International Organization for Standardization in document 
ISO 8217:2010 Petroleum products –

 
Fuels (class F) –

 

Specifications of marine fuels.
 

 

Asian Imports of Iranian Oil Hit 5-Month High  
 

Source: Reuters       

30th  September 2017  
 

Imports of Iranian crude by major buyers in Asia rose for 
a second month in a row in August to hit their highest level 
since March, helped by a spike in purchases by China and 
South Korea. However, imports by Asia’s four main buyers 
remained below year ago levels for a fourth month in a row, 
the first time this has happened since Western sanctions 
against Tehran were lifted in January last year, leading to a 
surge in shipments.  

 
China, India, South Korea and Japan together imported 

1.64 million barrels per day (bpd) last month, down 10.8 
percent on a year ago, government and ship-tracking data 
showed. Iran aims to maintain crude oil and  condensate 
exports at around 2.6 million bpd for the rest of 2017 
although recent maintenance, depleted oil storage and a 
growing domestic appetite will limit shipments abroad, a 
senior official at the national state oil company said on 
Monday.

 
Chinese imports rose 5.5 percent from a year ago 

last month to 786,720 bpd, the highest monthly amount 
since 2006, according to data on Reuters Eikon. South 
Korea’s imports jumped 46.7 percent to a five-month high of 
407,323 bpd.

 
India, however, continued to reduce its intake 

in retaliation at Tehran’s decision to award a giant gas field 
to a Russian company. India imported 335,400 bpd in 
August, the lowest level since February 2016, and down 
about 42 percent from a year ago.

 
Japan’s Iranian imports 

fell for a fourth
 

straight month from a year ago to 107,357 
bpd, the lowest volumes since April, trade ministry data 
showed on Friday.

 
Iran has been exempted from an 

agreement by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting 
Countries (OPEC) to reduce output, a victory for Tehran 
which has argued it needs to regain the market share it lost 
under Western sanctions over its disputed nuclear 
programme.

 

Iran is aiming to raise oil output to around 4 
million bpd by the end of the year and 4.5 million bpd within 
five years from around 3.8 million bpd in recent months.

 



 

 
 

CMA CGM Confirms Order For 22,000 TEU Giants

 
 

Source: World Maritime News 

   

27th

 
September 2017

 
 

French container shipping major CMA CGM has 
confirmed the order for nine 22,000 TEU containerships 
while releasing results for the second quarter of 2017.

 
“In 

order to keep pace with market growth and the group’s 
needs, the Board of Directors of CMA CGM has approved the 
order for 9 container ships of 22,000 twenty-foot equivalent 
(TEU). This order, of which the first ships will come into 
service from the end of 2019, will further reduce unit 
transport costs, particularly on the Asia-Europe routes,” the

 

company said.
 

The announcement comes a month after 
market rumors on the order emerged.

 
The contract is 

estimated to be worth USD 1.2 bn.
 

To remind, CMA CGM 
was reported to have signed a letter of intent (LOI) with two 
Chinese yards on the construction of nine 22,000 TEU 
megaships, which once completed, will become the world’s 
largest containerships by TEU capacity. As stipulated in the 
LOI, CSSC Hudong-Zhonghua would be in charge of 
constructing five ships from the batch, while Shanghai 
Waigaoqiao Shipbuilding (SWS) would be entrusted with 
building the remaining four units. However, the company 
did not provide further details on the ships and their future 
builders. 

 
DP World to Quit Operating Deal for Indonesia's 
TPS  

 
Source: World Maritime News    
18th September 2017 

 
UAE’s port developer DP World has decided not to renew 

its operating contract for PT Terminal Petikemas Surabaya 
(TPS) in Indonesia at the end of the agreement in 2019. DP 
World is a 49% shareholder in TPS, which represents a gross 
capacity of 2.1 million TEUs out of 85 million TEUs for the 
group. The company said that there would be no material 
financial impact on the group as a consequence of this 
action.

 
“Over the last 20 years, Surabaya has benefitted from 

DP World’s state-of-the-art, productivity enhancing 
systems, training and development programmes, as well as 
the company’s security, safety and environmental best 
practices, and we are proud of our success there,” Sultan 
Ahmed Bin Sulayem, DP World Group Chairman and CEO, 
said.
 

“It is unfortunate that the significant positive 
contributions made by global terminal operators in 
Indonesia have not been fully recognised, despite our 
successful track record. We are therefore disappointed that 
the operating contract renewal terms offered by the 
Indonesian authorities did not meet our threshold for 
continued investment,” Bin Sulayem added.

  
“Adhering to 

strict financial discipline has been crucial to the growth of 
DP World” and on that basis the company said it is not able 
to renew the agreement beyond 2019.

 

The transfer of 

operations will be in accordance to the terms and conditions 
of the contract, DP World informed.

 
 

Kalmar Helps MSC To Cut Running Costs in South 
Africa With New Order for Reach Stackers and 
Empty Container Handlers

 
 

Source: Hellenic Shipping News    
 

20th
 
September 2017

 
 

Kalmar, part of Cargotec, is to continue its cooperation 
with Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC) with a new 
order for container-handling equipment. The order, 
comprising five Kalmar reachstackers and two empty 
container handlers, was booked in Cargotec’s 2017 third 
quarter intake. Delivery will commence in Q4 2017 and 
continue into Q2 2018. MSC, a world leader in global 
container shipping, has a network of over 480 offices in 155 
countries and a fleet of 490 container vessels. As well as sea 
freight, the company offers integrated warehousing and 
haulage services. The new machines form part of a fleet 
renewal programme and will be used for processing laden 
and empty containers at MSCs five terminal locations across 
South Africa. MSC chose to renew its fleet with Kalmar 
equipment based on the reliable and economic performance 
of their existing Kalmar machines. Kalmar’s dedicated local 
team of technicians provides MSC with technical support, 
spare parts and training services.  

 
Unique Group Signs Symbolic Cooperation 
Agreement with INNOVO For Specialised 
Engineering and Equipment  

 
Source: Unique Group      
20th

 September 2017  
 
Unique Group, one of the world’s most prominent 

integrated subsea and offshore solution providers, has 
announced that it has entered into a cooperation agreement 
with UK-based INNOVO. As part of the agreement, the two 
world-leading engineering and manufacturing companies 
will collaborate to provide sales and rental equipment and 
engineering solutions for the Marine and Oil & Gas market 
sectors in the Middle East and South-East Asia region.

 
 Headquartered in Aberdeen, INNOVO provides high 

value professional services and high technology equipment 
for Renewables, Oil & Gas and Marine business sectors. 
INNOVO, best known for designing the first fully electric-
drive cable laying system, offers a wide range of products, 
including jack-up systems that are designed and built in-
house, modular pontoons and cable laying equipment, such 
as a powered reel drive system, spooler and modular 
carousel system. The firm also provides specialised 
engineering solutions for subsea and offshore applications.

 
 “This agreement is significant for Unique Group”, 

highlighted Sahil Gandhi, Chief Operating Officer at Unique 



 

Group. “We are always looking for opportunities to upgrade 
our inventory with the addition of world-class products by 
establishing new partnerships. INNOVO is an established 
market leader with the best-in-quality cable laying 
equipment, modular jack-up systems, and pipeline repair 
systems. Through this partnership, we look forward to an 
enhanced

 
offering for our customers in Middle East and 

Asia.”
 

 

FueLNG Conducts 1st Commercial LNG Bunkering 
in Singapore

 
 

Source: World Maritime News     
 

25th
 

September 2017
 

 

FueLNG, a joint venture between Keppel and Shell 
Eastern Petroleum (Shell), has carried out the first 
commercial liquefied natural gas (LNG) bunker transfer in 
Singapore. 

 
The LNG bunker transfer, which was carried out 

in
 

batches from 22 July to 23 September 2017, took the form 
of a truck-to-ship bunkering of the floating liquefaction 
(FLNG) vessel, Hilli Episeyo. 

 

This marks the first LNG trucking operation for FueLNG, 
following the facilitation of Singapore LNG’s (SLNG) gas-
up/cool-down and reload operation at its Jurong Island 
terminal of the Cardissa, Shell’s LNG bunker vessel, in June 
2017. “This is an exciting milestone for FueLNG as we 
establish ourselves as a safe, cost-efficient and reliable LNG 
bunker supplier. The development of proven LNG 
bunkering infrastructure will give confidence to the industry 
that LNG can be widely adopted as a marine fuel and is 
sustainable for the long-term,” Michael Chia, Chairman of 
FueLNG Ltd, said.  

 
FueLNG has also secured contracts from Keppel Smit 

Towage and Maju Maritime to provide LNG bunkering 
services for two dual-fuel LNG harbour tugs. These 
contracts will commence in 2018 when construction of the 
tugs is completed. To promote Singapore as an LNG bunker-
ready port, the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore 
(MPA) commenced its LNG bunkering pilot programme 
(LBPP) early this year. Under the LBPP, the MPA has 
provided various companies with grants of up to SD 2 
million per LNG-powered vessel constructed.

 
“As the 

leading bunkering port in the world, MPA is committed to 
cater to the future energy needs of the global shipping 
industry via cleaner, alternative sources of fuels such as 
LNG. We will continue to work closely with our stakeholders 
to develop our capabilities in preparation for a larger uptake 
of LNG bunkering in the future,” Andrew Tan, Chief 
Executive of MPA, said.

 
 MISC Exits Tank Terminal Business with Sale of 

CTSB Share
 

 Source: World Maritime News     

 26th

 

September 2017

 
 Malaysia International Shipping Corporation (MISC) 

Berhad has entered into a Share Purchase Agreement (SPA) 
with Dialog Group Berhad for disposal of 45% equity 
interest held by MISC in Centralised Terminals Sdn Bhd 

(CTSB). The total proceeds from the divestment is INR 193 
million (USD 45.8 million) comprising the purchase 
consideration for MISC’s shares and repayment of 
shareholder’s advances and accrued interest by Dialog on 
behalf of CTSB. Once the transaction is finalized, CTSB will 
cease to be a joint venture company of MISC, marking 
MISC’s exit from the tank terminal business. “For MISC, this 
divestment will enable us to unlock the value of our 
investment in CTSB and take advantage of other 
opportunities within the energy and maritime industry,” Yee 
Yang Chien, President/Group CEO of MISC, said. The 
transaction is expected to be completed within one month 
from the date of SPA. MISC Group’s fleet consists of more 
than 130 owned

 
and in-chartered LNG, petroleum and 

product vessels, as well as 14 floating facilities. The fleet has 
a combined capacity of approximately 12 million dwt.

 
 

Suez Canal Introduces Toll Discounts for LNG 
Carriers

 
 

Source: World Maritime News     
 

27th  
September 2017

 
 

The Suez Canal Authority is granting toll reductions for 
LNG tankers operating between the American Gulf, Arabian 
Gulf zone, India and its eastern ports. The toll reductions 
relate to tankers either loaded or in ballast. A 30% cut will 
be offered to LNG carriers sailing in the Arabian Gulf and 
west of India up to Kochi port. A reduction of 40% of the 
canal dues is being provided for tankers transiting East of 
the Port of Kochi west of India up to the Port of Singapore, 
while a reduction of 50% will be in place for Singapore and 
its eastern ports.  

 
In order to obtain the discount, a company needs to 

submit a request before transit through its shipping agency. 
In addition, the ship must not call any port in between port 
of origin and port of destination for commercial purposes, 
which needs to be proven by a formal declaration from a 
ship’s operator. In case of calling at in-between ports for 
non-commercial purposes, the authorities of these ports 
have to submit a certificate to the SCA, stating the reasons 
of calling. The company should also submit a certificate 
from the last port of origin stating the date of sailing and a 
certificate from the first port of arrival stating the date of 
arrival. 

 
 COSCO Shipyard Secures Orders for Up To 10 New 
Ships 

 
 Source: World Maritime News     

 26th

 
September 2017

 
 COSCO Shipyard Group, part of COSCO Shipping 
International (Singapore), has, through its subsidiaries, won 
contracts for up to ten new ships if all options are exercised. 
These include a contract for four 82,000 tons bulk carriers 
secured by COSCO (Zhoushan) Shipyard. The contract 
includes two options to build another four similar units. The 
shipbuilder said the order has been placed by an undisclosed 
European owner. However, contract details indicate that 
Aegean Shipping Management is behind the order.
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Co2 Emissions Reductions of The Shipping –

 

European Shipowners Discussing the Impact of 
Improved Machinery, Propulsion, Operation and 
Design

 
 

Source: European Community Shipowners’ Associations
 

21st

  
September 2017

 
 

In the European Shipowners’ seminar on CO2 reductions 
in the shipping industry one message was clear: in order to 
achieve CO2 reductions across the world merchant fleet, a 
combination of

 
different measures is needed.

 
“In our 

seminar this week, we discussed with our stakeholders and 
European decision-makers different measures that enable 
to minimise the environmental impact of the shipping 
sector. In one analysis, the measures were divided

 
in 

categories including the Technical and operational 
measures, Alternative fuels and Logistics related to the 
speed management of a vessel”, explained Tor Christian 
Sletner, the Chairman of ECSA’s Air Emissions Working 
Group and Director, Head of Environment of the Norwegian 
Shipowners’ Association. 

 

Following the International Maritime Organisation’s 
(IMO) latest meeting of the Marine Environment Protection 
Committee (MEPC71) and in view of the second meeting of 
the intersessional working group on reduction of GHG from 
ships in October 2017, European Shipowners this week 
organised the seminar on CO2 reduction in the shipping 
industry. In the event, shipowners presented their initiatives 
followed by a debate with stakeholders, including the 
Commission, maritime attachees, European Parliament’s 
representatives and NGOs such as Transport and 
Environment. “We certainly aim to promote ambitious 
short, mid and long term global measures in line with IMO 
MEPC71 roadmap for the CO2 reductions from international 
shipping, and the Paris COP21 Agreement on climate 
change. We feel that the shipping industry is fully engaged 
in advancing the emission reduction agenda. We call for the 
EU Member States to proactively engage IMO’s global 
members that IMO continues to seriously address CO2 
reduction for ships and adopts an IMO CO2 strategy as soon 
as possible, as a global solution is what our industry indeed 
needs”, concluded Sletner.

 
 Greece Legal Action Launched Over Oil Tanker 

Pollution
 

 Source: Independent 
 18th

  
September 2017

 
 The World Wildlife Fund (WWF) has filed a lawsuit in 

Greece over extensive pollution along Athens' coastline 
following the sinking of a tanker near the port of Piraeus.

 The environmental group's Greek branch filed the lawsuit in 
a Piraeus court against "anyone found responsible", a 
common legal practice in Greece when the culprit of a crime 

has not been formally identified.

 

WWF said it considers the 
case to be "an environmental crime deserving exemplary 
punishment".

 
 

The Agia Zoni II tanker sank on September 10 while 
anchored in calm seas with 2,200 tonnes of fuel oil and 370 
tonnes of marine gas oil on board.

 
Oil slicks have extended 

from the nearby island of Salamina along the entire length 
of the Athens coastline in waters hosting dolphins, turtles, 
seals and a variety of fish and sea birds.

  
 

Shipping’s New Technologies Will Help Address 
Pollution Concerns

 
 

Source: Hellenic Shipping
 

News 
 

23rd
 
September 2017

 
 

A ship owner investing in a newbuilding today has in 
front of him a flurry of options to consider in order to comply 
with the upcoming new regulations. In a recent weekly 
report, shipbroker Intermodal said that “an undoubtedly 
interesting market lately is the newbuilding market, in 
which we are witnessing numerous orders across all sectors 
and sizes. At the same time, we have observed that 
specialized agencies of the United Nations such as the 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) have recently 
strengthened their regulations, in an effort to prevent 
pollution globally, protect the marine environment and 
improve safety and security aboard as well as ashore”.  
According to Mr. George Panagopoulos, Research Analyst 
with Intermodal, “amidst the regulations that have entered 
into force on January 1st 2016 is the part of the revised 
MARPOL Annex VI for the NOx Tier III limits, that owners 
need to comply with in order to trade in ECA areas. As a 
result, taking into consideration this new regulation, keel-
laid vessels will need their engines to comply with the 
regulation”.  
 
DP World London Gateway Reduces its Carbon 
Emissions by 28% in 2016  
 
Source: Hellenic Shipping News 

 28th

 
September 2017

 
 DP World London Gateway Port, reduced its carbon 
emissions by 28% per TEU (twenty foot equivalent 
unit/container) in 2016.

 
This substantial reduction in 

emissions per container handled was captured by The Planet 
Mark™, meaning that DP World London Gateway Port has 
achieved continued certification to the internationally 
recognised sustainability certification programme.

 
The Port 

was found to have cut its emissions per TUEU by more than 
a quarter in 2016 versus emissions recorded in 2015.

 
A 

significant increase in the number of containers being 
handled by the port –-

 
ensuring savings through increased 

efficiencies and economies of scale –

 
as well as the 

introduction of hybrid-electric shuttle carriers to the port’s 
operations, better recording and tracking of energy use.
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